










DEDICATION OF TOWN REPORT
The 1 990 Report is dedicated to
WALDO M. and ISABELLE G. MAGNUSSON
The 1 990 Town of Kingston Annual Report is dedicated to Waldo M.
and Isabelle G. Magnusson.
Waldo Magnusson, a life-long resident of Kingston, was a well-known
realtor for many years and held memberships in the Rockingham County
Board of Realtors and the State and National Association of Realtors.
Isabelle G. Magnusson, wife of Waldo M. Magnusson, was born in
Kittery Point, Maine. She graduated from Traip Academy and Gorham
Normal School. She met her husband while engaged in her first teaching
position, in Brentwood, N.H. Isabelle also taught in schools in Greenland,
Exeter and Kingston and was the first principal at the new Bakie School in
Kingston.
Isabelle read to her students before and after regular classes, inspiring
a love for reading and literature which would remain with them forever.
Waldo pre-deceased Isabelle and she made, in her will, many bequests
benefitting the Town of Kingston.
Isabelle gave her collection of antique flat irons, "sad irons", to the
Kingston Historical Museum; established the "Waldo M. and Isabelle G.
Magnusson Fund" with trustees of Nichols Memorial Library, the income
from which fund is to be used for purchase of children's books.
She also provided for the "Waldo M. & Isabelle G. Magnusson Scholar-
ship Fund" toward expenses of any senior high school student residing in
Kingston, N.H. to help with higher education according to criteria set forth
in the Will.
Also, bequeathed to the Town of Kingston was a parcel of land of about
5.6 acres on Route 111 to be a public park known as the "Isabelle G. and
Waldo M. Magnusson Memorial Park" and provided for, upon the accep-
tance of the parcel by the Town, funds for improvement, beautification and
maintenance of said Park.
Part of the Estate was left to Trustees of Trust Funds for beautification,
improvement and maintenance of the Kingston Plains or Commons, also.
In dedicating this 1990 Annual Report to Waldo and Isabelle Magnus-
son, the Town of Kingston sincerely expresses heartfelt thanks to the
Magnussons for the many generous contributions they have made to our
Town. The contributions will be remembered not only as material donations
but also keep in our memories the examples Waldo and Isabelle set for us
in the way they conducted their lives.
We feel that our lives and our Town have been enriched immensely by
having in some way been touched by this wonderful couple.
IN MEMORIAM
WARREN G. BAKIE
Member Historical Museum Committee
Born October 20, 1 899
Deceased April 1 5, 1 990
JOSEPH H. WASHBURN
Health Officer for Town of Kingston
Born March 18, 1900
Deceased August 1 8, 1 990
MERLE K. SIMES
Constable for Town of Kingston
Born July 31, 1913
Deceased October 7, 1 990
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Electra L. Alessio Term Expires 1 992
STATE SENATOR - DISTRICT #19
Richard L Russman Term Expires 1992
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
DISTRICT #10
David A. Welch Term Expires 1 992
John W. Flanders, Sr. Term Expires 1992
Kenneth L. Weyler Term Expires 1 992
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Bettie C. Ouellette Term Expires 1991
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Holly Ouellette
SELECTMEN
Peter E. Wilson, Chairman
Constino Alessio
Jacqueline A. Russell - Appointed
John J. Reinfuss
Term Expires 1992
Term Expires 1 993
Term Expires 1991
Resigned 1990
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST






Richard D. St. Hilaire
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Mary V. Kanaly
George W. Leate - Appointed
Walter S. Clark, Sr.
Phyllis C. Ellis,
Roger E. Nason Sr.
Term Expires 1994
Term Expires 1992
Term Expires 1 996
Term Expires 1991
Term Expires 1991
Term Expires 1 992
Term Expires 1991
Term Expires 1993


































Leo J. Boucher Term Expires 1991
Dale Winslow Term Expires 1992
Norman R: Hurley Term Expires 1 993
FIRE CHIEF
William A. Timmons Appointed July, 1 987
POLICE OFFICERS
Neil R. Parker, Sr., Chief Term Expires 1991
Donald W. Briggs, Jr. Term Expires 1991
James M. Champion Term Expires 1991
CONSTABLE
Peter P. Basler Term Expires 1991
WELFARE OFFICER
Michael R. Priore Term Expires 1991
WELFARE OFFICER
Michael R. Priore Term Expires 1991
REPRESENTATIVE TO ROCKINGHAM
PLANNING COMMISSION
Kenneth L. Weyler Term Expires 1992















DEPUTV EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
Marilyn B. Bartlett
TOWN ENGINEER
Kenneth F. Briggs, Jr.
TREE WARDEN
Richard D. Senter





1990 BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
PLANNING BOARD
George E. Henshaw Term Expires 1 994
Kenneth L. Weyler, Chairman Term Expires 1 993
Robert L Morse (Alternate) Term Expires 1 992
Michael P. Higgins Term Expires 1991
Carolyn D. Harlow Term Expires 1991
Diane L. Eadie Term Expires 1995
Glenn D. Coppelman, Vice-Chairman Term Expires 1995
Marilyn B. Bartlett (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
Leonard P. Morrissey (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
RECREATION COMMISSION
Lisa Saindon Term Expires 1 992
Brian Collins . Term Expires 1 992
Elaine A. VanDyke, Chairman Term Expires 1991
David Currie Term Expires 1991
Anne Dumke Term Expires 1992
Debra A. Soehner Term Expires 1 992
Charlotte L Wright Resigned 1990
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Kristine M. Campbell Term Expires 1992
Richard Daniels Term Expires 1 992
Barry L. Phillips Term Expires 1 992
David T. Standring Term Expires 1991
Diane L. Eadie (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
Russell V. Army, Chairman Term Expires 1993
Paul 0. Blais, Treasurer Term Expires 1993
Anne E. Varney (Alternate) Term Expires 1993
HISTORICAL MUSEUM COMMITTEE
Nancy T. Rent, Co-Chairman
Carolyn R. Christie, Treasurer
Arthur H. Reynolds
William S. Rent, Co-Chairman
Marion L. Clark





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
David A. Dearborn, Chairman
Charles F. Houde
Carol A. VVeyler






Term Expires 1 992
Term Expires 1991
Term Expires 1991
Term Expires 1 995
Term Expires 1991







Term Expires 1 992
Term Expires 1 992
Term Expires 1 992




Anthony L Whitcomb - Appointed
Herbert G. Noyes - Resigned
Term Expires 1992
Carroll E. Wright, Chairman
Edward W. Jervis, Jr.
Term Expires 1993
Robert M. Shaughnessy
Keith Dias - Appointed









KINGSTON REFUSE RECYCLING CENTER COMMITTEE
(SOLID WASTE TASK FORCE)
Terms Expire March 31, 1991
Bruce A. Campbell David R. Moore
Russell V. Army Pamela LaPointe
Constino Alessio, Selectman Anthony L Whitcomb, Chairman
Carl Oppenheimer Warren Whitcomb
Carolyn D. Harlow Peter E. Wilson, Selectman
Barbara Williams Jamie M. Martin
AFFORDABLE HOUSING COMMITTEE
Terms Expire March 31, 1991
Richard C. Gerrish, Chairman Diane L Eadie
Carlos A. Quintal
QUAD TOWN SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
Anthony L Whitcomb
COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE COMMITTEE
Terms Expire March 31, 1991
Neil R. Parker, Sr. Marilyn B. Bartlett
KINGSTON 300TH ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
Terms Expire December 31, 1994
Bettie C. Ouellette . Holly Ouellette
Lynne B. Merrill Faith M. Hume
Carroll E. Wright Marilyn B. Bartlett
James T. Rankin, Sr. Robert L Pothier, Jr.
Pamela C. Verrill Ruth S. Albert
COMPUTER SUPPORT COMMITTEE
Donald J. Eadie Bettie C. Ouellette
Alice J. Tarbox James T. Rankin, Sr., Chairman
David A. Taylor Holly Ouellette, Systems Adm.
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TOWN OF KINGSTON, N.H.
MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING - MARCH 13, 1990
ARTICLE 1 - The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 10 A.M. by
the Moderator, Electra L. Alessio, for the balloting for Town Officers,
Officers of the Sanborn Regional School District and three Zoning Ques-
tions, as well as three other questions on the regular ballot. The Moderator
announced that the absentee ballots would be processed at 1 :30 P.M., and
it was voted to adjourn, after the counting of the ballots, until 7 P.M. on
Wednesday at the Swasey Gymnasium, to take up the remaining articles in
the Warrant.
The Town Clerk, Bettie C. Ouellette, broke the seals on the boxes of
ballots, and the Moderator inspected the ballot boxes. The Assistant
Moderator was James T. Rankin, Sr., and the Ballot Clerks were Donna M.
Grier, Carolyn R. Christie, Mary L. Hesse, Bernard C. Seller and Holly
Ouellette. The Police Officer was Neil R. Parker. Selectmen present were
John J. Reinfuss and Peter E. Wilson, Sr. The additional counters at night
were Carolyn D. Harlow, Carol A. Weyler, Charles A. Bradley, Jr., David G.
Conant, Mary R. Conant, Elaine A. Van Dyke, Donna M. Snow, Judith C
Smith, Edward W. Jervis, Jr., Norma B. Jervis, Sheila R. Briggs, Patricia E.
Parker, Olive F. Moriarty, Michael R. Priore, Margaret E. Wentzell, Sheila J.
Whittier, Mary L Mercurio, Marilyn B. Bartlett and George H. Harmon.
The following results of the balloting were announced by the Modera-
tor: Total Cast 799, including 41 absentee ballots. Total voters on check list
- 2840.
Moderator for 2 Years:
Electra Alessio 670*
Supervisor of Check List for 6 Years:
Leo J. Moriarty 682*
Selectman for 3 Years:
Constino Alessio 410*
Stamatios Yiokarinis 361
Treasurer for 1 Year:
Olive Moriarty 675*
Road Agent for 1 Year:
Richard D. St. Hilaire 694*
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Chief of Police for 1 Year:
Neil R. Parker 669*
Donald W. Briggs, Jr. 26 (write-ins)
Police Officers for 1 Year:
Donald W. BriggsJr. 711*
James M. Champion 654*
Constable for 1 Year:
Peter P. Basler 672*
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 Years:
Walter S. Clark 24* (write-ir^s)
Phyllis Ellis 18* (v^rite-ins)
Fireward for 3 Years:
Norman R. Hurley 379*
Steven P. Smith, Sr. 299
Library Trustee for 3 Years:
Martha Long 639*
George Harmon 17* (write-ins)
Municiple Budget Committee for 3 Years:
James T. Rankin, Sr. 611*
Jacqueline A. Russell 592*
Robert M. Shaughnessy 573*
Peter M. Sullivan 578*
* Elected
ARTICLE 8 - "Are you in favor of increasing the term of a town highway
agent from one (1 ) year to three (3) years, beginning with the term of each
highway agent who shall be elected at next year's regular town meeting?"
(RSA231:62-b)
YES 487 NO 270
ARTICLE 9 - "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, V and VI for an
optional veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for
veterans seeking the exemption? The optional veterans' exemption is $1 00.
rather than $50."
YES 624 NO 120
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ARTICLE 10 "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an optional
property tax exemption on residential property for a service-connected
total disability? The optional disability exemption is $1,400. rather than
$700."
YES 563 NO 175
ZONING & BUILDING CODE QUESTIONS
ARTICLE 5 - "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Kingston Aquifer Protection
Ordinance as follovi's?
To clarify Section 4 (Use Regulations) so that d.1, 6.2, and d.3. read:
1
.
At least 24 inches of natural permeable soil above the seasonal high
w^ater table must exist prior to constructing a leach bed. The leach
bed bottom must be at least six feet above the seasonal high water
table.
2. The leach bed bottom is required to be at least eight feet above
bedrock and must include at least four feet of natural permeable soil.
3. The leach bed bottom is required to be at least eight feet above any
impermeable subsoil and must include at least three feet of natural
permeable soil."
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
YES 520 NO 213
ARTICLE 6 - "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Kingston River Corridor Protection
Ordinance as follows:
To expand the Ordinance to include the Pow Wow River and its
tributaries and to prevent excavation within 300 feet of the Little River and
its tributaries and of the Pow Wow River and its tributaries. "
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
YES 584 NO 162
ARTICLE 7 - "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as
proposed by the Planning Board for theTown Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 7.30 SIGNS, by adding the following new section:
7.35 Signs on Route 1 25 for a plaza or mall shall not exceed 80 square
feet. Signs for each individual business within the plaza or mall shall not
exceed 24 square feet on its portion of the building."
The Planning Board approves this Amendment.
YES 611 NO 135
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SANBORN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
School Board Member from Kingston - Term Ending 1993
Herbert G. Noyes 608*
Anthony Pennisi 31 (write-ins)
School Board Member-At-Large - Term Ending 1993
George A. Schiller, Jr. 593*
Anthony Pennisi 14 (write-ins)
Moderator - Term Ending 1991
Richard L Russman 665*
The ballots were wrapped, sealed and locked in the vault at the Town




MINUTES OF CONTINUED TOWN MEETING
AT SWASEY GYMNASIUM - MARCH 14, 1990
Meeting was called to order at 7 P.M. by Electra L Alessio, Moderator.
All pledged allegiance to the Flag of our Country. She introduced Budget
Committee members: Jacqueline A. Russell, Charles E. Ethier, Jr., Robert M.
Shaughnessy, James T. Rankin, Sr., Donna Winslow, Ronald B. Davis,
Edward W. Jervis, Jr., Natalie E. Timmons, Arthur T. Schultz, Herbert G.
Noyes, and Carroll E. Wright, Chairman; Selectmen Peter E. Wilson, Sr. and
John J. Reinfuss; and Bettie C. Ouellette, Town Clerk- Tax Collector.
The Moderator read all the results of yesterday's balloting, including the
6 questions on the ballots. She read several printing corrections for the
Town Report.
(Unless otherwise specified, all votes were by voice.)
ARTICLE 2 - A motion was made and seconded to raise and appropriate
$2,349,957 to defray town charges for the ensuing year.
Amendment by Robert Morse to change total to $2,174,411 was
defeated, whereupon the original budget figure of $2,349,95 7 was passed.
ARTICLE 3 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer
to borrow such sums of money in anticipation of the collection of taxes for
the current year and to issue in the name of the Town, negotiable notes, the
aforesaid notes to be paid during the current year from taxes collected
during the year.
ARTICLE 4- Itwas voted to authorize the Tax Collector to allow a deduction
of 1-1/2% from Town Property Tax when payment is made within 30 days
of billing.
ARTICLES 5 through 10 were voted by written ballot Tuesday.
ARTICLE 11 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
to continue a comprehensive drug awareness program.
ARTICLE 12 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00
for computer software to be used for Police Department statistics for
accidents and report writing. Expenditure of said monies is contingent upon
receipt of matching Highway Safety Grant.
ARTICLE 1 3 - This article relative to raising and appropriating $2,842.00 for
installation and nine (9) months lease of satellite equipment on the Police
Station was DEFEATED.
The vote was taken after a motion to cut off debate, made by David
Conant, was passed.
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ARTICLE 14 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 2,000.00
as the Town's share of the proposed State Aid Reconstruction Project on
Route 1 25 at the Newton Junction/Hunt Road intersection. Cut off debate
motion was made by Donna Winslow.
ARTICLE 1 5 - It was voted, as amended, to raise and appropriate $5,000.00
for the purpose of repairing and making over the front steps at theTown Hall
and adding 2 handrails. The amendment "to add $600.00 for 2 handrails"
was made by Donald Eadie.
ARTICLE 1 6 - It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, money
from the State, Federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the 1990 calendar year provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a Town Meeting may appro-
priate money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of
other Town funds. Further, that the Board of Selectmen and the Municipal
Budget Committee hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending
such money.
ARTICLE 1 7-A motion was made and seconded to create a Capital Reserve
Fund for the purpose of future library expansion and to raise and appropri-
ate the sum pf$ 10,000.00 to be placed in said fund. Amendment made by
Cheryl Gannon to change the amount to $5,000.00 was DEFEATED. Then,
the original motion was passed with a show of hands.
ARTICLE 18 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
to air condition the Nichols Memorial Library.
The Moderator declared a 1 5 minute recess at this time.
The Moderator declared the meeting reconvened.
ARTICLE 19 - Motion made and seconded to deposit 50% of the revenues
collected pursuant to RSA79-A (the Land Use Change Tax) in the Conser-
vation Fund in accordance with RSA36-A:5 III as authorized by RSA 79-A:25
II. Amendment "not to exceed $10,000.00" made by Arthur Schultz, was
later withdrawn on the advice ofTown Counsel, Stephen Hermans. Return-
ing to the main motion, article was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 20 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 0,000.00
to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund established in the 1987 Town
Warrant Article 46 for the purpose of conservation land purchase and
associated costs.
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ARTICLE 21 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to accept private
donations of land, interest in land or money to be deposited into the
Conservation Fund KCC RSA 36-A:5 for the purposes of contributing to the
local matching portion required for acquiring conservation land or interest
in land and other costs associated therewith for permanent conservation
use under the N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221-
A and authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the State matching
funds under the LCIP for the purpose of acquisition of the fee or lesser
interest in conservation land. Further, that monies from the Capital Reserve
Fund for conservation land purchase may be expended for the above stated
purpose. Said appropriated or donated funds and the State matching funds
may be expended by the majority vote of the Kingston Conservation
Commission and the Board of Selectmen,
ARTICLE 22 - It was voted, as amended, to raise and appropriate the sum
of $30,000.00 to be added to the Fire Department Apparatus Reserve Fund,
previously established, for the future replacement of Fire Department
Apparatus.
The amendment to change the amount from $40,000.00 to $30,000.00
was made by Norman Hurley.
ARTICLE 23 - Motion was made and seconded to raise and appropriate the
sum of $28,500.00 from the Fire Department Apparatus Reserve Fund to
purchase a new Rescue/Utility, Forestry truck and authorize the withdrawal
of $28,500.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. Price
to include: all wheel drive truck cab and chassis, (12,000 lbs gvw), 250
gallon tank skid unit with forestry pump, utility box with compartments,
lights, mobile radio and siren. This vehicle is to replace 1954 Chevrolet,
1954 Dodge power wagon (Army surplus) and 1968 Jeep pick-up (Army
surplus).
When large confusion arose, it was voted to table this article until the
wording could be squared away.
ARTICLE 24 - This article relative to raising and appropriating the sum of
$1,750.00 for the purchase of an IBM compatible computer, printer,
monitor and software packages for use at the Fire Station was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 25 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $962.50 for
the purpose of paying for legal council the Fire Wards sought during the
suspension of the Fire Chief by the Kingston Board of Selectmen. The vote
was taken after a motion to cut off debate, made by David Conant, was
passed.
Moderator returned to ARTICLE 23 and read new wording:
To see if the Town will vote to name the Board of Selectmen as agents
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of the Town to expend $28,500.00 from the Fire Department Apparatus
Reserve Fund to purchase a new Rescue/Utility/Forestry truck. Price to
include: all wheel drive truck cab and chassis, (1 2,000 lbs gvw), 250 gallon
tank skid unit with forestry pump, utility box with compartments, lights,
mobile radio and siren. This vehicle is to replace 1954 Chevrolet, 1954
Dodge power wagon (Army surplus) and 1 968 Jeep pick-up (Army surplus).
Then it was voted, as amended, after a motion to cut off debate, made by
Natalie Timmons, was passed.
ARTICLE 26 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,067.50
to be added to the Apparatus Reserve Fund and authorize the use/transfer
of the December 31,1 989 fund balance for this purpose. Said sum repre-
senting the monies received from the sale of fire department surplus or out
of service equipment that was sold at public auction in 1 989.
ARTICLE 27 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,21 7.1
1
to be added to the Ambulance Reserve Fund and authorize the use/transfer
of the December 31,1 989 fund balance for this purpose. Said sum repre-
senting the monies received from the use of the ambulance for the year
1989, including $421 7.1 1 collected from ambulance fees.
ARTICLE 28 -The Moderator announced that she had received a petition
to vote by secret ballot. It was voted to table this article relative to removing
the office of Fire Wards in the Fire Department and replacing the positions
with Fire Engineers. Said appointments to be made by the Board of
Selectmen upon application showing qualification and experience for each
position (RSA 154:1 7). Motion to table was made by Natalie Davis.
ARTICLE 29 -The Moderator announced that she had received a petition
to vote by secret ballot. It was voted to permanently table this article relative
to revoking the salary scale for all Firemen and pay any Fireman who
responds to a fire call a stipend at the end of the year, a true policy of a
Volunteer Fire Department (RSA 1 54:1 6). Motion to permanently table was
made by Charlotte Wright.
ARTICLE 30 -The Moderator announced that she had received a petition
to vote by secret ballot. A motion was made and seconded to disband the
Ambulance Corps. Said ambulance and all equipment to be sold at public
auction and, in the future, contract with a private ambulance service to
cover the Town.
The Fire Chief, William Timmons, requested discussion to find out how
the people feel about the Ambulance Service. After numerous comments,
it was voted, on a motion made by Arthur Schultz, to permanently table the
article.
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ARTICLES! -It was voted to raise and appropriate from the 12/31/89 Fund
balance the sum of $1,500.00 to be added to the Cemetery Maintenance
Fund. Said monies being the amount received in 1 988 for timber sold from
the Greenwood Cemetery woodlot.
ARTICLE 32 - It was voted to authorize the Trustees of Trust Funds to add
to the Cemetery Maintenance Fund all funds received from the sale of
cemetery lots for the maintenance of the Town's public cemeteries. This
authority is to continue from year to year until revoked by vote of the Town.
ARTICLE 33 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,500.00
to purchase one (1 ) new eleven (11) foot Hydraulic Reversible Plow. Said
price to include installation.
ARTICLE 34 - It was voted to table this article relative to raising and
appropriating the sum of $ 1 3,500.00 for the replacement of the 1 954 Ford
Tractor used for mowing the Plains.
ARTICLE 35 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00
for the purchase and installation of one E.P.A. Approved Waste Oil Burning
Furnace to be used as a supplemental heating source at the Highway
Garage. The vojte was taken after a motion to cut off debate, made by David
Conant, was passed.
It was then voted to adjourn the meeting at 1 0:50 P.M. to be reconvened




MINUTES OF CONTINUED TOWN MEETING
AT SWASEY GYMNASIUM - MARCH 15, 1990
Meeting was called to order at 7:30 P. M. by the Moderator. She stressed
that Non-Voters should sit in the designated section.
Also, she announced that all elected officers cannot be sworn in until
three days after the close of the voting; so each person should see the Town
Clerk, Bettie C. Ouellette, to be sworn in. Those people currently holding
these positions will still be in office.
The Moderator also explained a "housekeeping matter" on Article 23.
A motion was never made to take the article off the table, so it was then
voted to confirm that Article 23 be taken from the table so that the action
at last night's meeting on this article will stand.
Amotion was made by Oral Collins to take Article 28 off the table for the
purpose of discussion, but this was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 36 - It was voted to pass over this article relative to raising and
appropriating the sum of $1,700.00 for the purchase and installation of a
Combination Entry and Fire Alarm System and its monitoring at the Town
Highway Garage.
ARTICLE 37 - This article relative to raising and appropriating the sum of
$8,000.00 for the purpose of widening, by two feet, the garage door
entrance at the Fire Station, which now houses the new fire engine was
DEFEATED. This vote was taken after a motion to cut off debate, made by
David Knight, was passed.
ARTICLE 38 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
to help defray the costs of operating the Vic Geary Center. The Center is
utilized on a daily basis by senior citizen residents of the Town of Kingston.
ARTICLE 39 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
for the purpose of helping defray the cost of services provided to the Town
of Kingston and its residents by Area Homemaker Home Health Aide
Service, Inc.
ARTICLE 40 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program to help defray some of the expenses
for the fiscal year 1 990-1 991
.
ARTICLE 41 - It was voted, as amended, to amend the Regulations under
BUILDING INSPECTOR, adopted March 14, 1977; Amended March 9,
1988, by changing the last two sentences to read: "Fees for additions or
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alterations to existing structures, sheds, garages, barns, pools, signs, etc.,
shall be $25.00 for up to $5,000.00 of construction costs and $2.50 for each
additional $ 1 ,000.00 of construction costs after $5,000.00, said value to be
determined by the BUILDING INSPECTOR in accordance with the most
current BOCA Code estimates. An additional charge of 50% of the fee may
be charged for any construction begun without a permit."
The amendment to change wording was made by Peter Wilson. Another
amendment made by Herbert Holland, to strike out the last sentence, was
DEFEATED.
A motion was made by Robert C. Geoffroy to reconsider Article 35, but
it was declared out of order by the Moderator because Article 4Twas being
discussed.
ARTICLE 42 - It was voted to amend the SWIMMING POOL FENCE
ORDINANCE, Adopted March 14, 1977 and Amended July 31, 1989, by
adding the following paragraph: 'Above ground swimming pools which
have a fence on top and a locking stairway/gate are not required to place
a separate fence around the pool."
A motion made by Ronald Eskin to reconsider Article 35 was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 43 - The following Town Landfill Ordinance was adopted after
several amendments and editorial changes were made. This Ordinance is
established and governed by the laws of the State of N. H. RSA Chapter 1 49.
1. The Town Landfill shall be used for the purpose of dumping refuse
and solid waste as defined in RSA 149M:1-17a.
2. Every vehicle entering the Town Landfill must have a Town Landfill
permit. Sticker is to be placed on vehicle as designated by the
Selectmen. These stickers are to be issued by the Kingston Town
Clerk. Criteria for obtaining a sticker includes:
A valid N.H. license or registration and/or other proof as a tax-
paying resident of Kingston.
Non-residents with seasonal property will be allowed one sticker.
A fee of $ 1 .00 per sticker will be charged for residential vehicles.
A fee of $100.00 per truck will be charged to contracted
commercial haulers of refuse and a fee of $5.00 will be charged for
Kingston commercial business vehicles. A $7.00 scale fee plus
$50.00 per ton will be charged to contracting municipalities for each
visit to the Landfill. A $7.00 scale fee plus $60.00 per ton will be
charged for all other vehicles.
3. No person shall frequent the Town Landfill for purposes of salvaging
items therefrom without specific authorization from the Selectmen
in each instance.
4. The use of firearms for any purpose at the Town Landfill by persons
other than Police Officers is prohibited.
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5. Any portion of this Ordinance declared to be illegal or unenforce-
able shall not effect the legality or enforceability of the remaining
provisions.
It shall be illegal to dump any material at the Kingston Landfill
without a Landfill Permit and without paying the scale fee and
tonnage fee.
A fine not to exceed $500.00 may be levied against any person
or persons who violate this Ordinance or who enter the Kingston
Landfill area after being denied permission by the Landfill operator,
dump checker or any Town Official.
6. Persons with Landfill Permits will be allowed to enter the Kingston
Landfill dunng normal hours of operation. Each vehicle will be
stickered by future entrance. Kingston residents may deliver "White
Goods" (which include refrigerators, stoves, washing machines,
dryers and similar appliances) and occasional tires to the Kingston
Landfill. A charge of $7.50 per white good item and $1 .00 per tire
must be paid to the Landfill attendant. Batteries and brush accepted
at designated areas without charge.
Passed as amended by show of hands after the voice vote was chal-
lenged by Brian Collins.
Amendments made by Lynne Merrill, Marilyn Bartlett, Ronald Eskin and
John Reinfuss were passed and are included in the above ordinance.
The following amendments were DEFEATED: #1 made by David Moore,
#2 by Steven P. Smith, Sr. and #3 by Robert Whitney:
1
.
A fee of $5.00 will be charged for Non-resident construction contrac-
tors who obtain a building permit in Kingston and wish to use the
landfill.
2. And that once a year, Kingston residents may take white goods and
tires at no charge on a date to be determined by the Kingston Board
of Selectmen.
3. Who may dump at the Landfill with no tipping or tonnage fee for
Kingston residents only. DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 44 - It was voted to indemnify and save harmless for loss or
damage occurring after said vote any person employed by Town and any
member or officer of its governing board, administrative staff or agencies,
including but not limited to Selectmen, from personal financial loss and
expense including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, arising out of any
claim, demand, suit or judgement by reason of negligence or other act
resulting in accidental injury to a person or accidental damage to or
destruction of property if the indemnified person at the time of the accident
resulting in the injury, damage or destruction was acting in the scope of his
employment or office, as set forth in RSA 31 :1 05 Law of N.H.
ARTICLE 45 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00
for Drugs are Dangerous, Inc. (DAD).
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The Moderator declared a 1 5 minute recess at this time.
The Moderator declared the meeting reconvened. David Welch made
a motion to reconsider Article 1 9, but it was DEFEATED. The Moderator v^as
challenged, and by a show of hands, it was again DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 46 - It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to once
again appoint an Affordable Housing Committee to continue study of the
feasibility of affordable housing and create plans for its construction in
Kingston.
An amendment made by Brian Collins to strike out "and create plans for
its construction in Kingston" was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 47 - This article relative to authorizing the Board of Selectmen to
negotiate with a non-profit organization for building of affordable housing
on a forty one acre parcel of land presently held by the Town which is
located on Frye Road (Tax Map R-7, Lot 1) was DEFEATED. The vote was
taken after a motion to cut off debate, made by Richard Russman, was
passed.
The following amendment, made by Richard Gerrish, was declared out
of order by the Moderator:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
appoint a Committee to establish a Community Land Trust for the Town of
Kingston and to transfer a forty one (41 ) acre parcel ofTown land, identified
as R7-1 , to this Land Trust for the purpose of constructing affordable housing
as defined by RSA 204-C:56.
ARTICLE 48 - It was voted to pass over this article relative to authorizing the
Board of Selectmen to apply for and accept funds from any federal or state
agency dispensing funds for the creation of affordable housing including
but not limited to funds from New Hampshire Housing Authority and from
New Hampshire Office of State Planning.
ARTICLE 49 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
the purpose of defraying the cost of services provided to the Town of
Kingston and its residents by "CROSSROADS HOUSE", a non-profit home-
less shelter located in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The vote was taken
after a motion to cut off debate, made by George Schiller, was passed.
ARTICLE 50 - It was voted, as amended to authorize the Selectmen to
appoint 1 2 residents of the Town to a permanent committee for planning
and carrying out the celebration of the 300th Anniversary of Kingston in
1994. This amendment was made by Lynne Merrill.
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ARTICLE 51 - It was voted, as amended, to raise and appropriate the sum
of $10,000.00 to fund the Kingston 300th Anniversary Celebration. All
income derived from Anniversary events shall be returned to the tou'n at the
conclusion of the Anniversary Year. (As happened with Kingston's 275th
Celebration.) This amendment was made by Lynne Merrill.
ARTICLE 52 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a
committee of eleven (11) to continue to seek solutions to Kingston's Solid
Waste problems.
ARTICLE 53 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 0,000.00
to set up a voluntary recycling program, as amended. (Carriage Towne
Plaza deleted). The vote was taken after a motion to cut off debate, made
by George Schiller, was passed.
During discussion, a motion made by Arthur Schultz "to table the article"
was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 54 -This article relative to placing all future social services requests
in separate warrant articles rather than "grand-fathering" these agencies
beyond the scrutiny of the taxpayers was DEFEATED. During the discussion,
both John Reinfuss, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen and Carroll Write,
Chairman of the Municipal Budget Committee announced that they will
continue tO'present a line item budget annually " The vote was taken after
a motion to cut off debate, made by David Conant, was passed.
An amendment made by Ronald Eskin to add "requests in excess of20%
higher than the previous year's request" was DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 55 - It was voted to require that any non-recurring capital
expenditure exceeding $2,500. or the creation of any new permanent part-
time or full-time position be submitted to the voters at Town Meeting for
prior approval. Recurring items shall be submitted the first year only.
ARTICLE 56 - It was voted, as amended, to raise and appropriate the sum
of $500.00 to help defray the cost of services provided to the Town of
Kingston and its residents by the Richie McFarland Children's Center.
(Amendment to increase amount from $250.00 to $500.00 was made by
Brian Collins.)
ARTICLE 57 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,380.00
to help defray the cost of services provided to the Town of Kingston and its
residents by the Women's Resource Center.
ARTICLE 58 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,632.00
for the purpose of defraying the cost of services provided to the Town of
Kingston and its residents by Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of New
Hampshire.
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ARTICLE 59 - It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell
surplus goods and equipment from various departments at public auction
or by sealed bid.
ARTICLE 60 - It was voted, as amended, to authorize the Selectmen to sell
tax deeded property, excluding waterfront property, at public auction or
by sealed bid, subject to the Public Land Acquisition Ordinance adopted
March 11, 1986. This amendment was made by John Reinfuss.
ARTICLE 61 - It was voted to support the expansion of the Passenger/
Commuter Rail Service into New Hampshire for the purpose of relieving the
automobile congestion on our highways. Further, to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to appoint a committee to represent Kingston at meetings
planned to work toward this goal.
ARTICLE 62 - Charlotte Wright suggested that in the future, all committees
issue written reports to the Selectmen by the end of the calendar year, to
be printed in the Town Report.
It was voted to adopt the grand total of the budget and all articles at
$2,510,216.1 1. This was an affirmation of the total sum spent at this Town
Meeting.
(There was a slight confusion in the $28,500.00 to be with-drawn from
the Capital Reserve, as this item has to be entered into the totals and then
will be shown in the revenues from the Reserve Fund.) The following
resolution was introduced by Leo Boucher: To move the annual Town
Meeting to the Saturday following Town Elections at 1 :00 P.M. to conduct
all Town business in the same session.
This resolution was DEFEATED.
Brian Collins made a resolution to recognize Muriel Ingalls for her 12
years of service on the Sanborn Regional School Board. She was accorded
with a standing ovation.




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WARRANT FOR KINGSTON SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF KINGTSON IN THE COUNTY OF
ROCKINGHAM AND THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Swasey Gymnasium in Sanborn Regional
High School in said Kingston Wednesday, May 9, 1 990, at 7:00 P.M. to act upon the
following subjects:
(l)To seeif the Town will vote to approve, in accordance with the provisions of
the Kingston Zoning Ordinance Sections 4.42, 7.40 and 15.10, an integrated solid
waste management facility as recommended by the Selectmen on a certain tract of
land in the Rural Residential District containing ninety-three (93) acres, more or less,
situated on the easterly side of Route 1 25 as shown on the Town of Kingston Tax Map
R-40 as Parcel no. 4 owned by the Town of Kingston abutted by the land of Conrad
L and Theodore S. Magnusson and parcels nos. 2, 3, 5, 6 and 8 owned by Conrad
L and Theodore S. Magnusson and abutted on the north by land of Kristie L. Hett,
Edmund J. Jr. and Jean M. Tenerini, Paul A. and Gail P. Turcotte, Peter N. and Lynne
A. Goditio; on the east by land of Dennis A. and Diane L. Pinkham, Donald G. and
Priscilla J. Neault, Conrad L. and Theodore S. Magnusson, Town of Kingston, C.L, and
T.S. Magnusson and the Town of Kingston; on the south by land of Conrad L. and
Theodore S. Magnusson and Conrad L. Magnusson.
To further authorize the Selectmen to enter into contractual negotiations with
representatives of CKS Management and Development Company ("CKS") to
attempt to reach an agreement with CKS providing for (1 ) closure of the Kingston
Landfill at the firm's expense; (2) sale to CKS of Kingston's land which is adjacent to
the Kingston Landfill (Tax Map R-40, Parcel 4); and (3) CKS development of an
integrated solid waste facility. Any agreement'shall be subject to compliance with
any State and Federal Regulations in addition to all Town of Kingston Zoning
Ordinances and Regulations.
(2) To see if the Town will vote to develop closure of the Landfill on a phaseout
basis.











MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, MAY 9, 1990
The meeting was called to order at 7 P.M. by the Moderator, Electra L.
Alessio. All pledged allegiance to the flag of our country.
The Moderator introduced Selectman Constino Alessio, Selectman
John J. Reinfuss, Chairman, and Bettie C. Ouellette, Town Clerk-Tax
Collector. She designated one section for non-voters. She also announced
that she had received petitions for secret ballots on both articles.
It was voted, by voice vote, on a motion made by Attorney Richard L.
Russman and seconded by Carroll E. Wright, that we move into a quasi
meeting of the whole.



















At 8:45 P.M. it was voted by voice vote on a motion made by Carroll
Wright and seconded by Attorney Richard L Russman, to move out of the
quasi meeting of the whole.
The Moderator then read Article 1 and Selectman John J. Reinfuss made
a motion to adopt the article as read. Mr. Reinfuss proceeded to address the
people, and explained that there would be numerous other approvals
necessary before the project could ever be a reality. The final approval
would have to come from the Town at a later date.
There was considerable unrest, as some of the comments were similar
to those already presented before.
It was then voted, by voice vote "to move the question" on a motion
made by Donald W. Briggs, Sr.
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The results of the secret yes and no ballot were:
Yes 78 No 179
Police officers were Chief Neil R. Parker and Lt. Donald W. Briggs, Jr.
Tellers assisting Town Clerk were Holly Oueliette, Deputy Town Clerk,
Susan Jewett, Donna Winslow and George Harmon.
ARTICLE 2 -A motion was made and seconded to accept the article as read,
whereupon the following amendment was made by Barbara Comeau:
To see if the Town will vote to close the landfill and instruct the
Selectmen to develop a closure plan to be presented for approval and
funding at the 1 991 Town Meeting. It is the intent of this article to treat the
present landfill as a hazard to the underlying aquifer, to restrict future
disposal, storage or processing of any materials on that site that could
contaminate the acquifer, and to set a timetable for closure of the landfill.








It was voted by voice vote to cut off debate, on a motion made by Muriel
Ingalls. When the voice vote was uncertain, the Moderator called for a
"standing eye vote". The Moderator again declared the amendment de-
feated.
Upon returning to the main motion, Alan Ard made a motion to table
Article 2. When the voice vote was uncertain, the Moderator declared it did
not pass on a "standing eye vote". She was immediately challenged by
Carroll Wright, and she appointed the following tellers to count the standing
voters: David Knight, David Welch, Attorney Richard Russman and Carl
Oppenheimer. Results of standing vote:
Yes 86 No 77





On March 15, 1990, the following letter with the $10.00 fee was
received by the Town Clerk:
"Town of Kingston
Office of Town Clerk
Kingston, New Hampshire 03848
Dear Mrs. Oulette;
As per standard procedure, I am requesting a recount of the election
which took place on Tuesday, March 13, 1990, for the position of Select-
man, between Constantino/Buddy Allessio and Stamatios Yiokarinis.
I would appreciate your attention to this matter as soon as possible.
Please advise me when you have set a date. I am enclosing the required
ten ($10.00) dollar fee.
Sincerely,
(signed) Stamatios Yiokarinis"
After receipt of this request, the following Order of Notice was
issued by the Town Clerk:
"TO: Electra L Alessio, Moderator
Richard L Russman, Assistant Moderator
Constino Alessio, Selectman/Candidate
Stamatios Yiokarinis, Candidate
John J. Reinfuss, Selectman
Peter E. Wilson, Sr., Selectman
James T. Rankin, Sr., Appointed to Recount Board
Michael R. Priore, Appointed to Recount Board
You are hereby notified in compliance with RSA Chapter 699:31 that
there will be a recount of all ballots cast for Selectman (three year term) in
the election of March 1 3, 1 990, at 3:30 o'clock in the afternoon (3:30 P.M.)
on Tuesday, March 20, 1990 at the Kingston Town Hall in the Conference
Room.




On March 20, 1 990 at 3:30 o'clock in the afternoon, the Recount took
place at the Town Hall in the Conference Room. The Recount Board
consisted of the Assistant Moderator, Richard L Russman; Town Clerk,
Bettie C. Ouellette; John J. Reinfuss, Selectman; James T. Rankin, Sr.,
Appointed to the Board by the Moderator; and Michael R. Priore, Ap-
pointed to the Board by the Moderator.
The ballots were brought from the Town Hall vault by the Assistant
Moderator, the seal was broken and the Recount started. The following
results were obtained and announced by the Assistant Moderator:




Total votes cast 799
The Assistant Moderator declared that Alessio was still the winner. The
recount session closed at 4:43 P.M. and the sealed ballots were locked in




REPORT OF BIENNIAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 6, 1990
TOTAL NUMBER of Names on Checklist
TOTAL NUMBER of Regular Ballots Cast
TOTAL NUMBER of Absentee Ballots Cast














Judd Gregg (R) 896
J. Joseph Grandmaison (D) 357
Miriam F. Luce (L) 78
"Bob" Smith (R) 980
John A. Durkin (D) 332
John G. Elsnau (L) 44
"Bill" Zeliff (R) 875
Joseph F. Keefe (D) 432
Ruth L Griffin (R) 903
"Pete" Murphy(D) 329
Richard "Rick" Russman (R) 948
Richard "Rick" Russman (D) 284
John W. Flanders, Sr. (R)
David A. Welch (R)
David A. Welch (D)
Kenneth L Weyler (R)














Clarke R. Chandler (R)










Betty Waitt Luce (R)
Linda Emerton (D)
Elizabeth E. Powell (R)
John Emerton (D)








Question relating to Constitutional Amendments proposed by the 1 990
General Court:
"Are you in favor of amending the constitution by providing that all
moneys received from any state-run lottery and all interest received on such
moneys, after deducting the necessary cost of administration, shall be used
exclusively for the purpose of state aid to education?"




BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1 990 has been a very busy year in the Selectmen's Office. The Board of
Selectmen has spent many hours attending meetings of Boards and Com-
missions and serving on Committees in addition to carrying out the duties
of their office.
The Board appointed Jacqueline Russell to replace Selectman John J.
Reinfuss when he resigned to pursue personal business.
Selectmen have strived to keep a close eye on the budgets and financial
condition of the Town and wish to thank all department heads for their
cooperation in keeping spending within reasonable limits.
The Town still has five legal matters pending from previous years which
will be settled when they come up for court or other legal action.
Present Board Members: Peter E. Wilson, Chairman, Constino "Buddy"
Alessio and Jacqueline "Jaki" Russell wish to take this opportunity to convey
sincere thanks to all Town employees, members of Boards and Commis-
sions and Committees who spend many hours as volunteer members of
various groups in serving the Town of Kingston. Please keep up the good
work!
The Isabelle and Waldo Magnusson Memorial Park, given the Town by
the Magnussons, has been completed and will be in use in 1991.
We are proud of our Town and hope that Kingston residents will
continue to be interested in Town functions with an eye to continuing
improvement of our lovely Town of Kingston.
In conclusion, in this time of World turmoil, the Board asks that you
continue to remember and support our service men and women serving in
the Persian Gulf, as well as their families. We pray for a speedy resolution





We regret that many contributing factors have prevented having the
Annual audit report and financial statement ready for printing in the Annual
Town Report.
The audit firm is currently performing an audit of the Tov^n's 1 990
general purpose financial statements and has advised that the work cannot
be completed in time to be placed in the Annual Report.
When the final report and Financial Statement is ready for printing, it will






Kingston, New Hampshire 03848
January 2, 1991
During the year 1 990 the following actions pertaining to septic systems
were completed by the Health Officer for the Town of Kingston:
plans site backfill occupanc>
approved approved approved approved
Initial plans 26 20 18 13
Redesigned plans 12 7 8 12
Repaired systems 1 7 17 18 -
Replace systems 5 4 5 -
Conversions
Back-pocket plans 3
63 48 49 25
In addition, the following inspections were conducted.
Child Care Facility Inspections - 3
Complaints - 8
Condemning of existing structures - 1





KINGSTON FOOD PANTRY REPORT- 1990
The Past year of 1 990 with the economy the way it is the Kingston Food
Pantry has played an important part in helping the needy.
Every year we have more and more on the pantry roll.
This yearwe have served many families and the food cost was $5752.72.
Without the donations from different agencies, organizations and King-
ston residents we would not be able to continue with this great cause.
During our Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays the food pantry has
participated in food baskets.
The help and donations to the food pantry this past year were as follows:
The Salvation Army with the FEMA Program allotment.
The Boys Scouts of America, boys and girls of the Kingston Area
collecting food bags of canned food going house to house.
The Sanborn School boys and girls under the supervision of Debbie
Nowak had a Scavenger Hunt for items that the pantry could use, like
clothes, canned food, games, shoes and many other useable things.
Richard Chretien of the Middle School, Newton, had the boys and girls
collect canned food and toys around the holidays.
Principal Joyce Hughes asked the children to bring in canned food.
Marilyn Home who gave a sum of money from the children of the Bakie
School to be used for Thanksgiving Baskets,
Claire Goyfer from Seacoast Collaborative for the food that was col-
lected.
Other donations to the Food Pantry were:—
GFWC Junior Womens Club
Kingston VFW Memorial Post 1088





Mr. & Mrs. Roy Daubenspeck
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Wicker
Estelle Pierce
Mr. & Mrs. William Rent
Mr. Rick Lang
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Cotter
To the unknown person who came to the office and gave me a cash
donation, also to the people who came and left food at the door of the
welfare office. Without the help of people the Food pantry would not be
able to exist.
I ask you to visit the Kingston Food Pantry and when you give to the
Pantry you are helping someone in need.
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In closing my yearly report to you, I want to THANK everyone for their
help.
For any helping information I may have to pass on to you Please call 642-
9971.





Kingston Food Pantry Director
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ANNUAL REPORT
KINGSTON BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The purposes of the Kingston Board ofAdjustment are to grant variances
which allow fair use of a person's property without harming another's, to
determine if an error has been made in the decision or determination of a
town official and to interpret the meaning of a zoning ordinance.
This year the Board met six times and dealt with eleven applications.
Sincere thanks is given to other town departments who assisted us in
their areas of expertise and to the board members who donated their time
so willingly.
David Dearborn, Chairman




The purpose of the Kingston Planning Board is to promote orderly
growth, to protect the town's natural resources, and to maintain its charac-
ter.
This year, the board held fourteen public hearings where they reviewed
nineteen site plans, eight subdivisions, two lot line adjustments and five
gravel pit permits. The board also approved six minor businesses, and
adopted a policy for in-home or "invisible" businesses which should simplify
such reviews in the future.
The board completed its work on the Gravel Pit or Excavation Regula-
tion, the Shoreland Protection Ordinance and the Impact Fee Ordinance.
Nine editorial changes were also made to present ordinances.
The board's Planning Assistant/Circuit Rider is Mr. Glenn Greenwood,
an employee of the Rockingham Planning Commission on a part-time
contract to the town. Mr. Greenwood holds office hours three Monday
afternoons a month. He accepts applications, reviews plans and advises on
planning and zoning ordinances and procedures. He has been invaluable
to the board in research and review.
We are indebted to the other town departments for their cooperation
and assistance in accomplishing our goals. Sincere thanks is given to the
board members for all their work and to the people of Kingston who took
the time to attend meetings and to express their opinions.




KINGSTON SOLID WASTE TASK FORCE
1990 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE TOWN OF KINGSTON
The Kingston Solid Waste Tasl< Force (KSWTF) is completing its second
year of operation during which we continued to develop and evaluate
solutions to our solid waste disposal problems - both long and short term.
The Task Force has worked with the Board of Selectmen, other governmen-
tal bodies and private companies in this regard.
During the year we estabfished the goals of the KSWTF as follows:
1
.
To develop and coordinate an interim recycling program until a long
term program is implemented.
2. To develop recommendations for future use of the Town landfill
based on the results of the State mandated closure study.
3. To evaluate alternative methods of trash disposal based on the State
mandated twenty year solid waste disposal plan.
4. To prepare a "Request for Proposal" for trash disposal methods that
use recycling as a major component.
Specific achievements during the year within the framework of these
goals are follows:
1 The establishment and management of a volunteer recycling program
at the Carriage Town Plaza - September
2. The establishment of a community waste oil drop off program in
conjunction with the installation of the Town Garage waste oil burner -
January.
3. Enlistment of individuals and associations to assist as volunteers in the
recycling program - ongoing throughout the year.
4. Commencement of a publicity program in local news outlets de-
signed to encourage greater participation in the community recycling
program.
At the time of preparation of this report, the State Department of
Environmental Services had not issued its report regarding the mandated
closure plan. When their findings are completed, we will assist in evaluating
and implementing specific recommendations contained in their report.
Submitted by:
Anthony L Whitcomb, Chairman




Residents using Nichols Memorial Library increased by twenty percent
in 1990.
The library continues to purchase books of timely interest. Magazines,
paperbacks, books on tape, and videos in the children's room are also part
of this program.
Central air conditioning was installed in the adult area last June. The
room is now more comfortable for the library patrons and staff and
maintains the physical integrity of the collection as well. This was a very
important addition.
The current edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica was purchased for
the adult room in 1 990. This now allows the older set to circulate.
"Where There's a Will, There's an A" was added to the video collection.
This was made possible from the proceeds of a bake sale organized by Joyce
Reid.
A grandfather clock, made and bequeathed to the library by George
William Jones, has been placed in the reading room.
Kay Morse, Assistant Librarian, completed an additional course in Public
Library Administration, and Gerry Tilley, Children's Librarian, took her first
course in Informational and Reference Services. These courses are offered
through the School For Lifelong Learning.
Gerry organizes story hours on Tuesday mornings and afternoons, and
movies on Thursdays after school.
Additional hours are filled with visitors from the Bakie School and the
Kingston Children's Center.
In late 1 989 Toddler Tales was introduced. This provides a program for
children from 1 8 months to three years old. This instruction was led by Carol
Cohen, a Kingston resident. Again this year, mothers continue to run this
program weekly.
We want to publicly thank the following organizations and people for
their generous support:




The Rockingham Planning Commission
Ann Bolton
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jervis
Gerry Larson
Jason and David Loik




Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wright
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With these contributions we are able to provide additional books,




REPORT OF THE TREASURER
OF THE NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 12/31/90
INCOME
Balance at close of year 1 2/3 1 /89 2,478.85
Town money 51,715.00
Interest NOW Account #021 1-0563 1 50.1
1



















BALANCE AT CLOSE OF YEAR December 31, 1990 3,444.1
1
CASH ON HAND as of 12/31/90
Magnusson Trust (Certificate of Deposit) 31,692.95
Pine Tree Grange 161.57
NOW Account #02 1 1 -9242 3,253.54
NOW Account #021 1-0563 190.57
Respectfully submitted.
Norma B. Jervis, Treasurer
Jef Flanders-McDougall, Chairman





The Kingston Police Department is continuing the fight against drugs. In
the past year the Kingston Police Department has dedicated numerous
hours in the war against drugs. Through information gathered, surveillance
and other investigatory means, the Kingston Police, v^orking in conjunction
with the New Hampshire State Police Narcotics Unit, has, and are still,
working diligently to decrease the amount of illegal drug activity in our
community. It should also be noted that the war cannot be won through
interdiction only. It requires education as well.
In November of this year Lt. Donald Briggs graduated as New Hamp-
shire D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) officer. D.A.R.E. is a drug
abuse prevention program that is taught in the school by a uniformed police
officer. D.A.R.E. is a joint project of the Kingston Police Department and the
Sanborn Regional School District to prevent drug abuse in children and
youth.
The emphasis of D.A.R.E. is to help students recognize and resist the
many pressures that influence them to experiment with alcohol and drugs.
In addition, the program focuses on feelings related to self-esteem, inter-
personal and communications skills, decision making and positive alterna-
tives to drug abuse behavior.
D.A.R.E. offers a variety of activity-oriented techniques, which are
designed to encourage student generated responses to problem solving
situations. The focus of drug abuse prevention for the primary and middle
grades is that of drug safety. The particular emphasis of this instruction is on
helping students become aware of the potential dangers in the misuse of
any drug, medicine or other substance. Also, there, is a recognition of the


























Driving after suspension 38
Disorderly Conduct 4
Open container 1
Failure to dim 1
Assault 2
Reckless driving 12
Following too close , 2
Minor in possession of alcohol 1
Defective Equipment 10
Unlawful use of siren 1
Taking without owner's consent 1
Uninspected 10
Theft 6
Possession of Drugs 8
Misuse of traction 3
Disobeying Police 6





Passenger in Truck 1
Resisting Arrest 3
Unlawful possession of alcohol 1
Prowling 3
Possession of Burglary Tools 3
Escape 1
Criminal Trespass 2
Manufacturing of Drugs 3
Criminal Mischief 1




The year 1 990 was one that saw many of the goals of the Kingston Fire
Department (KFD) materialize. In July we took delivery of a CMC 4-wheel
drive Rescue/Forestry/Utility vehicle that we call Engine 4. It has been used
during a wide variety of calls, ranging from ambulance calls while our
ambulance is on another call to brush fires and use of its extrication
equipment at car accidents to picking up hoses and other firefighting
equipment after large fires or incidents.
In October the KFD won the first place trophy in the Third Annual
Hampstead Auto Extrication competition. Our group competed against 5
other departments while being judged by doctors and recognized extrica-
tion experts on our patient care, extrication skills and the knowledge of our
tools and equipment. This victory not only gained us several trophies and
the respect of all competitors but also $500.00 that was quickly used to
purchase some well needed medical and extrication equipment to be used
during emergency calls.
Surely one of the largest steps that the KFD has taken was this year when
Brian Anderson, Peter DiVergilio and Norm Hurley successfully completed
a year long Emergency Medical Technician Intermediate (EMT-I) course.
The addition of the skills learned in this course to their already vast
knowledge will allow them not only to better care for and assess the needs
of patients but also administer intravenous fluids in the prehospital setting.
This will allow us to make the most of the precious time patents have while
enroute to the medical facility.
The members of the KFD are extremely proud of these accomplishments
as all residents of this community should be.
During 1 990 the KFD responded to 1 96 fire and 267 medical emergen-
cies. It would certainly be more convenient if these calls did come at their
average 1 .25 per day. However, they don't. On two separate occasions we
responded to 6 calls in a 1 2 hour period. Our calls included auto accidents,
car fires, medical emergencies, chimney fires, brush fires, 8 structure fires
and even the crash of a small airplane.
It is difficult to remember everything that took place during the year and
who to thank for their help. But, several instances stand out. We would like
to thank the Kingston Medical Board for their continued support of the Fire
Department through their generous donation of a pulse oximeter for use in
our ambulance. This piece of equipment is used during patient assessment
to better evaluate a patient's oxygen saturation of the blood stream. It is
valued at approximately $1800.00.
Carriage Town Pizza has again supported us throughout the year by
providing us with food during some of our extended calls.
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Lastly we would like to thank Priscilla Crockett and Sue Jackman and the
many other people who's nameswe never had a chance to get, for their help
at our emergency scenes by providing us with general assistance, refresh-
ments or just a pat on the back when we needed it.
Throughout the year we have been faced with many challenges and
hurdles which we have endured and overcome time and time again. The
KFD of 1991 is a group of professional, trained and proud volunteer
firefighters and emergency medical technicians dedicated to the safety of
all thosewhom we serve and solidly united in our goals as a team. It has been
difficult at times to maintain a high level of morale. But, with the support that
has been shown to us by the residents of Kingston at last year's annual town
meeting and during the entire year, it reinforces our overall goal:
TO MAKE KINGSTON A SAFER PLACE TO LIVE.
Respectfully,
William Timmons




At the beginning of this year the Conservation Commission set its
priorities to be watershed protection and open space preservation. Our
progress towards these goals has been significant. Most noteworthy has
been our participation in the State of New Hampshire's LCIP program.
Local Land Trust coordinator and Commission member Dianne Eadie
has done an outstanding job pulling together projects that have resulted in
the approval and funding of 81 permanently protected acres along the Pow
Wow River. Also Dianne has submitted to the LCIP another project that
would protect 1 00 acres along the PowWow River and Country Pond. The
land protected is primarily multi purpose waterfront that protects water-
shed, animal habitat, and offers recreational potential. In conjunction with
the local Land Trust program, the Conservation Commission has also
entered into an agreement to manage a wildlife preserve on the PowWow
River adjacent to the Cedar Swamp Preserve.
Watershed protection has also proceeded via the passage of the River
Protection Ordinance that was sponsored by the Conservation Commis-
sion. This year at Town Meeting an expansion of this ordinance to include
lakefront area will be proposed. The Conservation Commission urges
passage of this ordinance as a way to offer protection of all our shorelines
from uncontrolled development.
Two members of the Commission are on the Kingston Solid Waste Task
Force that is working to solve our waste disposal problems and protect our
aquifer from contamination from the landfill. Commission member Kris
Campbell has been instrumental in starting and operating the present
Recycling effort at Carriage Town Plaza.
Salt usage on Town roads has been reduced by the road agent as a result
of discussions with the Commission. Although salt usage can not be totally
eliminated, a compromise was reached. Discussions with the State were not
as successful as they continue to use large amounts of road salt, although
a secondary effect of the reduction of the speed limit on the southern part
of Rt. 125 is the need for less salt.
Forest Management is proceeding with Commission member Dick
Daniels leading a crew of volunteers cutting trails around the 1 00 acre Town
Forest off of Hunt Rd. These trails have been used by local Boy Scouts as a
learning tool. Any interested parties wanting to utilize the Town Forest
should contact Dick Daniels or Russ Army for details.
Next years priorities will be to develop management plans for all
conservation land in Town under Conservation Commission jurisdiction,
continue acquisition of land abutting the PowWow River, and the mapping




KINGSTON MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
1990 ANNUAL REPORT
The Municipal Budget Committee is completing its fifth full year and
continues to strengthen its formal liaisons with Town Departments and
Committees to ensure an on-going planning partnership. The Committee
has worked with the Board of Selectmen and Department/Committee
Heads to understand and plan for the needs of the Town and establish the
level of funding necessary to maintain the service level the Town requires.
With the exception of the Solid Waste Disposal issues, the Annual Budget
has stabilized for most of the Town Departments and Commissions.
Unfortunately, the deepening impact of the economic slowdown will
compel the Town to reduce and/or control expenses even more than
before. For 1991, the Budget Committee will focus on working with the
Town Boards and Commissions in an attempt to alleviate the long-term
impact of the economy on the Town services and assets. The demand for
Town services has exceeded the resources committed for so long that we
have had to make significant expenditures to bring those services and ap-
propriate Departmental budgets to a reasonable level of acceptability and
quality. Now that the operational budgets are being stabilized, the Town
must be cautious to protect these past actions while continuing to address
other major areas of improvement such as Solid Waste Disposal.
Your attendance at the 1991 Annual Town Meeting is needed to set





REPORT FROM THE KINGSTON 300TH COMMITTEE
Although Kingston's 300th Anniversary year, 1 994 may seem a longway
off, three years can move very quickly.
We're planning a celebration of both Kingston's past and its present. A
celebration for all ages - young and old alike. So make your vacation plans
now for August 1 -8, 1 994. You won't want to miss a minute of the week-long
celebration!
We already have one very active subcommittee which is exploring ways
of updating the town's history, originally written for our 275th celebration.
They plan to add to the oral history areas, and find new ways of presenting
the story.
Our committee has met with over forty area organizations and town
departments to listen to their ideas and the ways they may wish to join the
celebration.
We've met with Fremont, Exeter, East Kingston and Hampton to learn
what events were the most successful during their recent town anniversary
celebrations.
Next year's committee report will probably be able to list many of the
events we're planning.
During the next three years we'll need over 300 volunteers- about the
same number of people who volunteered almost twenty-five years ago - to
help make this a year we'll all remember.
So if you have a special interest, or would like to assist the committee















As 1990 winds to an end I am pleased to report the progress and
problems encountered by your highway department.
The winter of 1 990 was about average with 1 4 snowstorms where we
needed to plow the roads. However there was an above average number
of ice and freezing rain storms. There seems to be a trend that has
developed over the last few years of more ice storms causing us to use more
sand and salt to keep the roads safe.
At Town Meeting in March of 1990 the voters approved a budget of
$340,266 for the highway department, expenditures for the year should be
approximately $240,000. In July the Selectmen put a freeze on all non
emergency purchase orders. This action and the lack of signed easements
put a stop to the planned work on West Shore Park Road and Merril
Avenue. Hopefully this will explain why there was a large amount of monies
left over this year. I agree with the Selectmen and commend them for taking
quick and swift action to avert further injury to the Taxpayers wallets.
However this put our road repair plan behind schedule one year. In the last
four years we have made measurable progress improving the conditions of
our town roads. You the taxpayers have allowed us to do this by allocating
enough monies. I hope this will continues and we are able to use all monies
budgeted to this department.
The proposed budget for 1 991 reflects a 5% decrease and there will not
be any warrant articles submitted by this department. Next year you can
expect a request to replace one of our trucks.
I am always available (that is if I am elected again) for your comments









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1991 TOWN WARRANT
The Polls Will Be Open From 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
ABSENTEE BALLOTS WILL BE PROCESSED AT 1:38 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Kingston in the County of Rocl<ingham
in said State qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said Kingston
on Tuesday, the 1 2th day of March next, at 1 0:00 of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (12-1)
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and
Town Treasurer to borrow such sums of money in anticipation of the
collection of taxes for the current year and to issue in the name of the
Town, negotiable notes, the aforesaid notes to be paid during the
current year from taxes collected during the year.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax Collector to
allow a deduction of 1 1/2% from Town Property Tax when payment
is made within 30 days of billing.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 1 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: To change the first paragraph of Section 3. (a) of
the Aquifer Protection Ordinance "Location" to the following:
Section 3. (a). Location
The Aquifer Protection District is defined as the areas
described on the following maps: those areas desig-
nated by dark, light and hatched shadings on the Master
Plan map entitled Water Resources; the areas designated
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as having high, medium, and low potential to yield
water according to the United States Geological Survey
map series #77-69 (Cotton Maps); areas designated as
"outwash" and "ice-contact deposits" on the map en-
titled "Surficial Geologic Map of Kingston Quadrangle
Rockingham County, NH", by Forrest B. Earl; and areas
designated as "Stratified Drift Aquifer over Glacio-
Estaurine Silts and Clays" on the map entitled "Geohy-
drology and Water Quality of Stratified-Drift Aquifers in
the Exeter, Lamprey, and Oyster River Basins, South-
eastern New Hampshire", USGS, 1 990 and subsequent
USGS mapping information for the Town of Kingston.
Note: The second paragraph of Section 3. (a) is not changed. The
change in the first paragraph is the addition of new map
references.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 4.73 to the following:
4, 73 Wetlands Conservation District Map
The Wetlands Conservation District as herein defined is shown
on a map designated as 'Town of Kingston Wetlands Conser-
vation District" and is a supplement to the zoning map of the
town. Wetland Boundaries indicated on the zoning map
supplement shall be determined frorh soil survey field sheets
which show the results of the soil survey referenced in Section
4.72 and from the on-site soils investigation of a certified soils
scientist when required. Soil survey field sheets are available
from the U.S. Soil Conservation Service in Exeter, N.H., and are
on file with the Planning Board, Town Clerk and Conservation
Commission. The results of any on-site soils investigation will
be on file with the Planning Board and Conservation Commis-
sion. A certified soil scientist is a person qualified in soil
classification and mapping who is certified by the State of New
Hampshire Board of Natural Scientists.
Note: This changes the reference from "Qualified Soil Scientist" to
"Certified Soil Scientist" and provides a definition for Certified
Soil Scientist.
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SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 3 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 4.52 to the following:
4.52 The use of land In the Single Family Residential-Agricultural
District is limited to single family dwellings, agricultural uses
and incidental uses such as private garages, boat houses, tool
sheds, gardens and the like. Agricultural use shall mean land
used for agriculture, farming, dairying, pasturage, apiculture,
horticulture, floriculture, silviculture and animal and poultry
husbandry.
Note: This change defines agricultural use.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 4 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 4.41 to the following:
4.41 The Rural Residential District shall includethe whole town with
the exception of the Historic District, the Single Family Resi-
dential-District, the Single Family Residential-Agricultural Dis-
trict and the Kingston Industrial Zone.
Note: This change more specifically defines the Rural Residential
District.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 5 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 6.18 to the following:
6.18 Every dwelling unit shall have a minimum living area of
600 square feet per unit.
Note: This change replaces "per floor" with "per unit".
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
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ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No.6 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 6.20 to the following:
6.20 RENTED APARTMENTS
Any building to be erected or altered for use as rented apart-
ments, shall have a minimum of two (2) readily accessible exits
(windows excluded) from each apartment. Every apartment to
be used by a single family shall have a minimum living area of
600 square feet per unit.
Note: This change replaces "per floor" with "per unit".
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 7 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 5.23 to the following:
5.23 Mobile homes will not be permitted for use as dwellings in the
historic district, the single-family residential district or the single
family residential-agricultural district.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 8 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 7.40 to the following:
7.40 Industrial developments, located outside the Industrial Zone,
must have the approval of theTown after being recommended
by the Selectmen.
Note: This change eliminates the need for town meeting approval of
industrial developments in the industrial zone.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 9 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to change Section 4.31 to the following:
4.3 1 (Adopted 3-1 1 -80 and amended 3-1 0-87)
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The Single Family Residential District shall include the area shown as
such on the Zoning Map, extending along Rockrimmon Road from the
Plains to Ball Road, southward along Ball Road to Danville Road,
eastward along Danville Road to Route 1 1 1, eastward along Route 111
to Main Street, northward along Main Street to Bunker Street, west-
ward onto Bunker Street to the point of beginning. All areas contained
within the above mentioned roads, plus all areas within 400 feet of the
centerline of the above mentioned roads on the outside of the area are
included. In addition, Sections R24 and R31, and the area in Section
R30 extending 1 500 feet north of the centerline of Rockrimmon Road,
and tax map R9 and areas west of a parallel line 1,000 feet back from
Route 1 25 on the easterly side of said highway. Also areas within 400
feet of Windsong Drive, Hunt Road from 1 ,800 feet west of Route 1 25
to the Danville line including Jericho Drive, Morning Dove Road, Robin
Lane are included as well as the areas within 400 feet of Acorn Drive,
Bob-White Drive, Oak Ridge Lane and Cheney Lane and the northerly
side of North Danville Road, the area within a line running parallel to
said road 1,000 feet back on the northerly side, and the area surround-
ing Happy Hollow Lane and Hillside Drive, as delineated in the
Kingston property tax maps shall be included within the Single Family
Residential District.
Note: This change more clearly describes the Single Family Residen-
tial District area.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 10 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to revoke the current gravel pit ordinance and
replace it with the following:
Kingston Excavation Ordinance
No pit for the removal and/or sale of sand, gravel, stone or earth
shall be opened hereafter or operated without the specific approval of
the Planning Board and subject to regulations established by them.
Note: The above ordinance and current RSA's suggest a regulation.
The regulation has been written and is posted.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
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ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 1 1 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to revoke the River Corridor Protection Ordi-
nance and replace it with the following:
Shoreland Protection Ordinance
Note: The protection of the River Corridor Protection District Is
widened to include the Great Ponds. The great ponds are Great Pond
(also known as Kingston Lake), Country Pond, Pow Wow Pond,
Greenwood Pond, Mill Pond and Bayberry Pond.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 12 as
proposed by the Kingston Planning Board for the Kingston Zoning
Ordinance as follows: to add the following ordinance:
Impact Fee Ordinance
Note: This ordinance imposes an impact fee on new construction.
The fee is used for capital additions to municipal services.
Moneys not used in eight years are returned.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (10-2-1)
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
ARTICLE 1 7: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 1 3 as
proposed by the Board of Selectmen for the Kingston Zoning Ordi-
nance as follows: Change Section 4.80, Paragraph I, District Borders (of
the Industrial Zone), sentence 1, to read:
The district shall be the Town of Kingston Tax Map R-2, and the
following parcels on Tax Map R-3; R3-1 3, and the portions of R3-3 and
R3-4 that are 1 000 feet east of a line parallel to the centerline of Route
1 25, and the following parcels ofTax Map R4; R4-1 0, R4-1 6, R4-23 and
the portions of R4-1 7 that abut the rear boundary of parcels R4-8-12
through R4-8-1 6 and that are east of a line that runs from the northeast
corner of R4-8-1 6 to the southeast corner of R4-20.
The Kingston Planning Board Does Not Approve This Amendment.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT.
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Article 18: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and tiiirty four (34)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the
Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to accept the
"Rules and Regulations of the Kingston Fire Departnnent" as revised
January 31, 1 991 . These rules and regulations to be used as the bylaws
enforced by the Town relating to the extinguishing of fires, elections of
Fire Wards, members and equipment, and shall remain in force subject
to repeal or superseded by vote of the Town in accordance with RSA
154:17.
January 31, 1991





The Kingston Fire Department shall consist of a number of paid
personnel to be determined by the Fire Wards and the Fire Chief.
The Fire Wards are the three people who are elected by the
Townspeople. Each Fire Ward is elected for a three year term. These
terms are staggered such that only one Fire Ward's term expires each
year and, thus, one Fire Ward will be elected each year.
2. The Fire Chief shall be appointed by the Fire Wards from a
nomination made by the Kingston Fire Department body. The Depart-
ment members shall submit a list of no more than three names ofpeople
whom they desire to be Fire Chief. The Fire Wards will not be restricted
to this list. The Fire Chief must be technically qualified by training and/
or experience and have the ability to command personnel and hold
their respect and confidence.
3. The Fire Chief shall be appointed for an indefinite period of
time. The term of office shall depend upon the Chief's good conduct
and efficiency. The Fire Chief may be removed from Office by the Fire
Wards only, for just cause and only after a public hearing before them
with reasonable notice in writing from the Fire Wards of the charges
brought against the Fire Chief.
4. Any person wishing to bring charges against the Fire Chief will
do so in writing to the Fire Wards. Upon receipt of these charges, the
Fire Wards will take action as appropriate. This action shall include one
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of the following:
(A) A review with the Fire Chief during which the complain-
ant will be allowed to be present.
(B) A public hearing or disciplinary action.
The complainant will be informed in writing of all action taken.
5. The chain of command will be such that the Fire Chief will
report directly to the Fire Wards only. All other personnel will report to
the Fire Chief.
6. The Fire Chief may create any position that is deemed neces-
sary for the good operation of the Department with approval of the Fire
Wards.
7. The Fire Chief will have the authority to remove any officer.
This may only take place after the Fire Chief has met with the Officer,
the Officer has been informed of the reasons behind this action, and the
Officer has been given a specified time frame to correct any problems.
The Fire Officer may appeal this decision to the Fire Wards.
8. The Fire Wards shall request a vote of confidence annually.
This vote will be used to determine if the Fire Chief is maintaining the
confidence of the membership.
9. A non-resident of the Town of Kingston may hold a position on
the Kingston Fire Department as set forth by the standard operating
procedures of the Kingston Fire Department.
1 0. No person shall hold the office of Fire Ward and Fire Chief at
the same time. If extraordinary circumstances arise, and the Fire
Department is without a Fire Chief, by vote of the Fire Wards, one Fire
Ward may assume the roll as Acting-Chief until a suitable candidate can
be found.
DUTIES OF THE FIRE WARDS AND FIRE CHIEF
1. The duties of the Fire Wards include, in addition to those set
forth In RSA's 1 53 and 1 54, administration and all financial aspects of
the day-to-day operations of the Kingston Fire Department and all
policies connected therewith so as to ensure a well run Fire Department
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for the Town.
2. The Fire Chief or Appointed Officer shall be in charge at all
emergency situations in the Town of Kingston that may be related to
fire, medical, or other emergency situation for which they are sum-
moned.
3. The Fire Chief is in charge of all training, fire, medical and
rescue emergencies.
4. The Fire Chief is authorized by RSA 1 54 to enter Into mutual
aid agreements or contracts with neighboring towns or services to
provide to and receive from them mutual aid.
5. The Fire Chief shall keep a complete set of records including
all fires, inspections, ambulance calls, members, injuries, and other
related runs. The FireWards may request any and all reports at any time.
6. The Fire Chief shall develop a complete set of standard
operating procedures to be used as guidelines for all Kingston Fire
Department evolutions. These Standard Operating Procedures will be
created and updated as necessary. A copy will be provided to all
members.
7. The Fire Chief shall appoint a Fire Inspector annually. The Fire
Inspector will perform inspections in accordance with RSA's 1 53 and
154. He will receive compensation for these inspections. In the
absence of the Fire Inspector, the Fire Chief may assume these duties
and receive the same compensation.
8. The Fire Wards and Fire Chief may delegate any of their
respective duties to any qualified member of the Kingston Fire Depart-
ment as allowed by standard operating procedures and RSA's.
MEMBERSHIP
1 . Any person age 1 6 of over who is a legal resident of the Town
of Kingston, or works in or near Kingston, may make written application
to the Kingston Fire Department. This application will be reviewed by
the Fire Chief for a recommendation of appointment to the Fire Wards.
After this appointment, the applicant will submit to a physical exam
from a physician of the Kingston Fire Department's choice. After this
application process Is complete, the applicant will be placed on a
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mandatory probationary period of no less tiian 30, but no more than
180 days. Upon successful completion of this probation, the member
may be placed on a paid status or removed as recommended by the Fire
Wards and Fire Chief.
2. No member under 18 years of age shall ride in or on any fire
truck or ambulance while it is responding to an emergency call.
3. No member under the age of 1 8 shall engage in any hazardous
activities as determined by standard operating procedures or the
officer in charge,
4. Non-resident members will be allowed to respond as set forth
by standard operating procedures. They may be issued Kingston Fire
Department equipment including: pagers, two-way radios, protective
equipment, and first aid supplies. They will abide by all standard
operating procedures and the rules and regulations of the Kingston Fire
Department.
5. All members will inform the Fire Chief of the times that they are
available to respond for calls. Those members who do not respond to
emergencies or attend training sessions will be asked to turn in their
issued equipment so that it may be reissued to another member who




The Kingston Fire Department shall be equipped with such
apparatus, ambulances, and other equipment that it deems necessary
to provide fire, medical, and emergency services to the Town.
2. Recommendations ofequipment and apparatus that is needed
shall be made to the Fire Wards by the Fire Chief and/or Fire Officers
or committee. The Fire Wards may then recommend to the Town for
approval. The purchase of equipment will be persued as they deem
appropriate.
3. All Kingston Fire Department equipment shall be safely and
conveniently housed in such places as designated by the Fire Wards.
These locations shall be heated in the winter months.
4. A standard operating procedure will be developed for all
Kingston Fire Department apparatus and equipment designating who
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has the authority of use.
5. The Fire Chief and the Fire Wards shall make suitable arrange-
ment for citizens to turn in fire alarms or request assistance. They will
also make equipment available to notify members of any and all calls.
6. No person shall use any fire apparatus or equipment for any
private purpose, nor shall any person willfully and without proper
authority remove or conceal any article that is the property of the
Kingston Fire Department.
The Kingston Fire Department does not make service calls other
than those allowed by the standard operating procedures for service
calls and are approved by the Fire Wards.
7. No apparatus shall be allowed to be hired out or to leaveTown
except in response to a fire or other emergency in a neighboring
community without the consent of the Fire Wards or the Fire Chief in
accordance with the standard operating procedures.
8. All members in good standing may be issued any or all of the
following equipment: pocket pager, protective equipment, two-way
radio, and first aid supplies. The ownership of all issued equipment will
remain with the Kingston Fire Department. All equipment will be given
reasonable care by the members. The Kingston Fire Department will
assume all financial responsibility for the maintenance of its equipment.
9. The Fire Chief, at his discretion, may recall any issued equip-
ment from the members for any of the following reasons: poor
attendance, poor job performance, change of address, resignation or
termination from the Kingston Fire Department, and for any other
reason that would keep a member from fulfilling the membership
requirements.
1 0. Each member, upon receipt of issued equipment, shall sign a
receipt and become responsible for it. Upon leaving the Kingston Fire
Department, for any reason, shall return all issued equipment to the Fire
Chief or Equipment Officer.
1 1
.
Members in good standing shall be issued one arm patch and
one auto identification plate. Any additional patches or plates may be





The Kingston Fire Department shall meet every Monday of
each month. The meetings shall start at 1 9:00 hours to conduct training,
vehicle maintenance, and other department business.
2. No meeting will be held on a recognized holiday unless
unusual circumstances exist.
3. Training may be conducted on days other than Monday if
proper notification has been made to the members.
4. It is the duty of the Fire Wards to hold public meetings to
discuss and deliberate on all matters concerning the efficient running
of the Fire Department.
CONDUCT
DRINKING OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OR ^
USE OF ILLEGAL DRUGS.
1
.
There will be no drinking of alcoholic beverages or consuming
of illegal drugs allowed on or while in the Kingston Fire Department
property or equipment. Any member who is found doing so will be
subject to removal.
2. All members should maintain a high moral standing and should
refrain from activity that would be viewed as bringing discredit to the
Kingston Fire Department.
BY THE FIRE WARDS OF THE
TOWN OF KINGSTON
Norman R. Hurley, F.W.
Leo J. Boucher, F.W.
Dale G. Winslow, F.W.
Date 2/4/91
Article 19: On petition of Neil R, Parker and twenty seven (27) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for computer software
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to be used for Police Department statistics for accidents and report
writing.
Expenditure of said monies is contingent upon receipt of match-
ing Higliway Safety Grant
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13 TO 1)
Article 20: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty eight (28) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see If the Town will vote
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State,
Federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the 1 991 calendar year provided that such expenditure
be made for purposes for which a Town Meeting may appropriate
money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other
Town funds. Further, that the Board of Selectmen and the Municipal
Budget Committee hold a public hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13 TO 1)
Article 21: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty nine (29) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote
to indemnify and save harmless for loss or damage occurring after said
vote, any person employed by it and any member or officer of its
governing board, administrative staff or agencies, including, but not
limited to Selectmen, from personal financial loss and expense includ-
ing reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, arising out of any claim,
demand, suit or judgement by reason of negligence or other act
resulting in accidental injury to a person or accidental damage to or
destruction of property if the indemnified person at the time of the
accident resulting in the injury, damage or destruction was acting in the
scope of his employment or office, as set forth in RSA 31 :105 Law of
N. H.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13 TO 1)
Article 22: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty eight (28) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to raise and appropriate 4% cost
of living increase to the Police Department, which would be $7,799.86.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (12 TO 1)
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Article 23: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty nine (29) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 to continue a comprehensive drug awareness program in both
Sanborn Regional High School and Daniel J. Bakie School.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13 TO 0)
Article 24: On petition of twenty six (26) registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town of Kingston will approve the formation
of a Kingston Municipal Grievance Committee. The purpose of the
Kingston Municipal Grievance Committee will be to provide for a fair
and open-minded adjudication of grievances brought by and/or against
any town employee or official (elected or appointed).
The Kingston Municipal Grievance Committee shall have five
members comprised of the following:
1
.
One representative of the Board of Selectmen (appointed by
a vote of the Board of Selectmen)
2. One representative of town employees (a full or part time
town employee, appointed by the Town Moderator)
3. One representative of the Town of Kingston Budget Commit-
tee (appointed by a vote of the Budget Committee)
4. Two residents of the Town of Kingston who are not presently
town employees or town officials (appointed by the Town Moderator)
The Kingston Municipal Grievance Committee shall have the re-
sponsibility to develop and implement a grievance procedure in
accordance with any applicable state or federal law. The grievance
procedure shall be implemented after review by Town Counsel for
compliance with applicable state and federal law. The grievance
procedure shall be developed and implemented no later than Septem-
ber 1, 1991.
The grievance procedure shall be open to all town employees and
officials and shall be used to adjudicate personnel matters and other
matters which cannot be resolved in an amicable fashion. Any town
employee or town official shall have the right to file a grievance and
have a hearing before the Kingston Municipal Grievance Committee.
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When a grievance is filed and heard by the Kingston Municipal
Grievance Committee, the findings of this committee shall be binding
upon the Town of Kingston and the parties to the grievance.
Article 25: On petition of Natalie Eve Timmons and twenty nine (29)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will
vote to remove curbside pickup and its associated contractual expense.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (1 1-2)
Article 26: On petition of Natalie Eve Timmons and twenty five (25)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for two (2) used dump
trucks for the Sanitation Department.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (1 2^1
)
Article 27: On petition of twenty nine (29) registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if theTown will vote to allowTown employees
to use Town buildings to do minor vehicle maintenance (car washes,
etc.) on privately-owned employee vehicles.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 28: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and forty six (46)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,493.75 to be placed into
the Capital Reserve account for future replacement of the Ambulance.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
ARTICLE 29: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and thirty seven
(37) other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the
Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,500.00 for the purpose of a well at the
Central Fire Station to have access to drinking water.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 30: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and forty four (44)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the
Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum Of $40,00.00 to be placed In Capital Reserve for
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Apparatus Replacement to stay on schedule.
RECOMMENDED FOR $25,000 BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 31: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and forty three (43)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the
Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,600.00 for Emergency Medical Training for
the members of the Kingston Fire Department.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 32: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and forty four (44)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston: on behalf of the
Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will authorize the use of
the Kingston Plains for the purpose ofTraining drills and Exhibitions for
the Kingston Fire Department.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13 TO 0)
Article 33: On petition of twenty eight (28) registered voters of the
Town of Kingston to see if the Town will vote to approve the position
of Administrative Assistant to the Board of Selectmen, and if approved,
to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 plus benefits, to fund the
position for twelve (12) months. And further, to advise the Board of
Selectmen to seek a candidate for this position that has a minimum of
five (5) years experience as an Administrative Assistant to a Board of
Selectmen.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (9 TO 4)
Article 34: On petition of the Kingston Solid Waste Task Force and sixty
(60) other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town
will authorize the Selectmen to raise and appropriate the sum of
fourteen thousand nine hundred eighty dollars ($14,980) to fund the
continuation of the Kingston volunteer recycling program.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (1 1 TO 2)
Article 35: On petition of the Kingston Solid Waste Task Force and fifty
two (52) other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the
Town will authorize the Selectmen to raise and appropriate, on a
permanent basis, $65,000.00 (I.e. approximately eleven and one half
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percent (11.5%) of the gross tipping fees which at current rates is
approximately six dollars forty four cents ($6.44) per ton) at the
Kingston Landfill and that this sum be added to the Capital Reserve
Fund established June 26, 1989 to be applied towards the eventual
closure of the Kingston Landfill.
RECOMMENDED FOR $15,597.00 BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
(13 TOO)
Article 36: On petition of the Kingston Solid Waste task Force and 60
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will
authorize the Selectmen to appoint a permanent committee of eleven
(1 1 ) to: (1 ) oversee the operation of the Kingston volunteer recycling
program; (2) to develop and recommend a plan for the future use of the
Kingston Landfill based on the results and recommendations of the
present Landfill closure study; (3) to evaluate waste management
alternatives as part of the Quad Town Waste Management District
twenty year waste management plan; (4) to prepare and solicit Re-
quests for Proposals for the operation of a Town waste disposal
program that uses recycling as a major component (5) to continue to
seek solutions to problems, as they occur, that relate to issues of solid
waste.
Article 37: To see if the Town of Kingston will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3000,00 for Drugs Are Dangerous, Inc. (DAD).
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (1 3 TO 0)
Article 38: On petition of Richard W. Daniels and thirty seven (37)
other registered voters of the Town of Kingston,, to see whether the
Town will vote to deposit 25% of the revenues collected pursuant to
RSA 79-A (the land use change tax) in the conservation fund in
accordance with RSA RSA 36-A:5 III as authorized by RSA 79-A:25 II.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 39: 50 see if theTown will authorize the Selectmen to deed back
real estate situated at 19 Great Pond Road (Tax Map U4, Parcel 221),
which theTown acquired byTax Collector's deed, upon payment to the
Town of an amount equal to the sum of unpaid taxes on that real estate
interest thereon at the statutory rates for unpaid taxes; and all costs of
the Town relating to the unpaid taxes and deeding of this real estate.
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RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 40: To see If the Town will vote to authorize the Plaistow Area
Transit Advisory Committee to continue to negotiate to bring rail
transportation and facilities to the Plaistow area. (No cost to the Town
is anticipated.)
Article 41: On petition of Russell V. Army and thirty (30) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will
authorize the Selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest In
land or money to be deposited Into the Conservation Fund KCC RSA
36-A:5 for the purposes of acquiring conservation land or interest in
land and other costs associated therewith for permanent conservation
use. Land defined by Kingston tax designations of R26-44 and R26-45
shall be Included, but not limited to, for conservation use as defined
above. Further, that monies from the Capital Reserve Fund for conser-
vation land purchase may be expended for the above stated purpose.
Said appropriated or donated funds may be expended by the majority
of the Kingston Conservation Commission and the Selectmen.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 42: On the petition of Russell V. Army and thirty three (33) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will
authorize the Selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest in
land or money to be deposited Into the Conservation Fund KCC RSA
36:A-5 for the purposes of contributing to the local matching portion
required for acquiring conservation land or Interest In land and other
costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use under the
N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221 -A, and
authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the State matching
funds under the LCIP for the purpose of acquisition of the fee or lesser
interest in conservation land. Further, that monies from the Capital
Reserve Fund for conservation land purchase may be expended for the
above stated purpose. Said appropriated or donated funds and the
Stated matching funds may be expended by the majority vote of the
Kingston Conservation Commission and the Selectmen.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 43: On petition of Russell V. Army and thirty one (31) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the
Capital Reserve Fund established in the 1987 Town Warrant #46, for
the purpose of conservation land purchase and associated costs.
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RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 44: On petition of twenty six (26) registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town of Kingston will create a permanent part-
time librarian position for the Nichols Memorial Library.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 45: On petition of twenty six (26) registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town of Kingston will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 to replace the carpeting in the
upstairs portion of the Nichols Memorial Library.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (1 3-0)
Article 46: On petition of twenty six (26) registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if the Town of Kingston will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the Nichols
Memorial Library Capital Reserve Fund for future library expansion
as created in the 1 990 Town Meeting.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 47: On petition of twenty six (26) registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town of Kingston will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2800.00 to purchase shelving for the Nichols
Memorial Library.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (13-0)
Article 48: On petition of Richard C. Gerrish and ninety four (94) other
registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to assist Cross Roads
House, Inc., a non-profit organization, in providing emergency shelter
and transitional housing services to the area's homeless population.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (11-1)
Article 49: On petition of forty eight (48) registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen
to once again appoint an Affordable Housing Committee to continue
its study of the feasibility of affordable housing and create plans for its
construction in Kingston.
Article 50: We the sixty three (63) signers of this resolution being duly
registered voters in the Town of Kingston do hereby petition the Board
of Selectmen to include the following on the Town Warrant for the
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Town Meeting of 1991
:
"We, the people, being registered voters and concerned citizens of
Kingston, strongly encourage our state to maintain its commitment to
programs and services that serve the basic human needs of the poor,
sick, disabled, children, elderly, and unemployed. The maintenance of
this commitment should not be done in such a way as to further shift
financial burdens to the local community."
Article 51: To see if the Town of Kingston will authorize Trick-or-
Treating on October 31 each year.
Article 52: On petition oftwenty five (25) registered voters of theTown
of Kingston, to see iftheTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $700.00 to help defray the cost of services provided to the Town of
Kingston and its residents by the Retired Senior Volunteer Program
(RSVP).
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (9-4)
Article 53: We the citizens of Kingston petition the Town Meeting to
vote the following warrant article:
The Town of Kingston affirms that there is no place in Kingston for any
group actively preaching hate or bigotry toward any man, woman or
child, no matter the color of their skin or religious affiliation.
We further affirm Kingston respects the rights of all its citizens to live in
peaceful coexistence.
Article 54: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to sell surplus goods and equipment from various
departments at public auction or by sealed bid.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (12-0)
Article 55: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to sell tax deeded property at public auction or by sealed
bid.
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE (12-0)
Article 56: To transact any other business that may legally come before
the meeting.
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Given under our hands and seal, this 21st day of February, in the











BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




BUDGET OF THE TOWN
N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1991 to December 31, 1991 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL.BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:S
re/ Pii. fj9 l
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1 Town Officers' Salary 50f291 50,895 50,495 50,495
2 Town Officers' Expenses 149,576 151,007 133,525 133,525
3 Election and Registration Expenses 4,600 2,246 1,975 1,975
4 Cemeteries 13,460 16,180 15,060 15,060
5 General Government Buildings 72,394 64,557 53,820 53,820
6- Reappr«i9a(-of Preperty- Q t h p r 15,885 2,448 5,775 5,775
7 Planning and Zoning 19,350 16,605 17,436 17,436
8 Legal Expenses 15,000 6,860 15,000 15,000
9 Advertising and Regional Association 4,054 4,054 4,054 4,054
10 Contingency Fund 20,000 5,000 20,000 20,000
PUBLIC SAFETY
1 1 Police Department 254,817 239,237 247,457 247,457
12 Fire Department 106,610 94,133 100,410 100,410
13 Civil Defense 3,500 2,230 2,675 2,675
14 Building Inspection 19,500 15,960 15,250 15,250
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
15 Town Maintenance 340,226 237,481 324,230 324,230
16 Hi ghwav Bl ock Grant 67,577 67,577 68,850 68,850
17 Street Ligliting 12,000 10,031 12,000 12,000
SANITATION
18 Solid Waste Disposal 492,636 426,346 434,778 434,776
19 Safbege-Remeyah S.W.M.D. du s 1,339 1,339 - -
HEALTH
20 Health Department 6,735 4,171 4,885 4,685
21 Hospitals and Ambulances -
- - -
22 Animal Control 4,091 2,198 3,495 3,495
23 Vital Statistics . - - -
WELFARE
24 General Assistance 25,000 28,847 39,000 39,000
25 OlffAgaAssistarrcBWe 1 f arc Adm. 5,154 4,758 5,689 5,689
26 -Aid-to the Bisabled- Social Serv. 31,501 31,501 39,232 39,232
CULTURE AND RECREATION
27 Library 51,715 52,932 56,210 56,210
28 Parks and Recreation 750 1,313 3,150 3,150
29 Patriotic Purposes 550 560 550 550
30 Conservation Commission 1,000 472 925 925
DEBT SERVICE
31 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 200,000 200,000 - -
32 Interest Expense—Long-Term Bonds & Notes 10,980 10,511 - -
33 Interest Expense—Tax Anticipation Notes 120,000 140,326 125,000 125,000
34 Interest Expense—Other Temporary Loans
35 Fiscal Charges on Debt
-CAPtTAL-OUTtAY OTHER
36 Recreation Commission 14,905 10,295 12,800 12,800
37 Misce 1 1 aneous 42,880 44,157 44,500 44,500
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
38 i\1arriage Licenses 1,000 1,716 1,000 1,000
39 Doe 1 icehsc fees 475 436 450 450
40 General Fund Trust (RSA 31 :19-a)
MISCELLANEOUS
41 Special Articles •160,259 138,473 92,571 92,571
42 IWlunicipal Sewer Department
43 Municipal Electric Department
PICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 50,054 51,445 52,915 52,915
44 Insurance* firoUP ins. 117,877 110,972 117,877 117,8//
45 Unemployment Compensation 2,475 1,962 2,475 2,475




























48 National gank Stock Taxes
49 Yield Taxes 2.500 6,619 6,000 6.000
50 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 30.000 57,346 30,000 30.000
51 4fivefiteryP*n«HiesB a t taxes 5,000 4,769 4,500 4.500
52 Land Use Change Tax m.nnn 11 ,1ftft m.oon 10.000
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
53 Shared Revenue-Block Grant 150,000 1^6.330 135.000 135,000-
54 Highway Block Grant 67,577 67,577 70,000 70.000
55 Railroad Tax
56 State Aid Water Pollution Projects
PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES:
57 State-Federal Forest Land/Recreation Land/Flood Land 1.000 - 1,000 1.000
58 Other (MS-I , p.2. lines 20-22)




61 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 400,000 379,092 375,000 375.000
62 Dog Licenses 2,500 6,850 4,000 4.000
63 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 20,400 16,245 13.500 13.500
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
64 Income From Departments 32,250 30,057 23.000 23,000
65 Reot-ef^awflPFepeftyTown landfill 500,000 416,011 450.000 450,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
66 Interests on Deposits 85,000 178,229 100.000 100.000
67 Sale of Town Property 2,000 2950 10.000 10.000
68 Other rcvenuse 35,000 50,066 40.000 40.000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
69 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
70 Income from Water and Sewer Departments
71 Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 6,480
72 Withdrawals from General Fund Trusts 31,904 12.000 12,000
73 Income from Trust Funds
74 PundBatance Refunds 26,000 1.000 1,000
75 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,371,067 1,422,906 1.288.000 1,288,00(
Total Appropriations (line 46)
2,125,214
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 75)
1,288,000
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and Countv Taxes) 837,214
BUDGET OF THE T0\













Fiscal Year Ending December bi, 1991
10% Limitation per RSA 32:8
76 Total Amt. recommended by Bud. Committee (line 46 Column 4)
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2.125,214
Principal: Long Term Bonds & Notes (line 31)
Interest: Long Term Bonds & Notes (line 32)
Capital Outlays funded from Long Term Bonds & Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33;7-b (line 36 thru 37)
Mandatory Assessments
87 Amount Recommended less Exclusions
2.125,214
10% of Amt. Recommended less Exclusions
Add Amt. Recommended by Bud. Comm. (line 46 column 4)
212,521
2,125,214
90 MAXIMUfi4 AMOUNT THAT MAY BE APPROPRIATED BY TOWN MEETING 2,337,735
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TOWM or KINGSTON
1991 ANNUAL TCMN MECTINa
HARKANT AKTICLB RECOMMENDATIONS
(In Ordac of Submlaslon)












1. Choos* Town Officers Not Mon«y
2. R«l«« such sums to defray Town charges 2,084,365.00 2,
3. Authorle* borrowing Race/Not Race
i. Aiithorlsa 1.5* proparty tax deduction Race/Not Race
5. Aniandnant It Aqxiifar Protection Ordinance Not Money
6. Amendment 2 1 Wetlands Conservation District Not Money
7. Amendment 3i Single Family Resldential-Algr Not Money
8. Amendment 4! Rural Residential District Not Honey
9. Amendment 5i Minimum Living Area (600') Not Money
10. Amendment 6i Rented Apartment Definition Not Honey
11. Amendment 7: Mobile Home Usage Not Honey
12. Amendment 8i Industrial Development Creatio Not Honey
13. Amendment 9: Single Family Residential Diet Not Honey
14. Amendment 10: Excavation Ordinance Not Money
15. Amendment 11: Shoreland Protection Ordinanc Not Money
16. Amendment 12: Impact Fee Ordinance Recc/Not Recc
17. Amendment 13: Re-define Induatrial District Not Money
18. Fund Retired Senior Volunteer Program 700.00
19. Police Operations Software 3,000.00
20. Accept Town Official Indemnification Recc/Not Recc
21. Grants Expenditure Authorieation Recc/Not Recc
22. Fund 4\ Police Salary Increase 7,799.86
23. Comprehensive Drug Awareness Program 5,000.00
24. 25% of Land Use Tax in Conservation Fund Recc/Wot Recc
25. Fund Volunteer Recycling Program 14,980.00
26. Set aside 11.5% of Tip Fees for LandFill CR 65,000.00
27. Anti-bigotry Affirmation Not Money
28. Establish Permanent Solid Waste Task Force Not Honey
29. Fund Drugs Are Dangerous, Inc (D.A.D.
)
3,000.00
30. Approve and Fund Administrative Assistant 25,000.00
31. Support Plaistow Area Transit Advieory Coram Not Honey
32. Authorise deed-back to Balukas for taxes Recc/Not Recc
33. Accept Donations to KCC Conservation Fund Recc/Not Recc
34. Authorise Donations and LCIP Action Recc/Not Recc
35. Fund KCC Conservation CRF 10,000.00








Fund Library Carpet Replacement
Fund Future Library Expansion CRF
Fund Library Shelving
Create Municipal Orievanca Committee
Abolish Curbside Pick-up
Puchase Two Used Dump Trucks
Authorize Employee Use of Town Asseta
Fund Ambulance CRF
Fund Fire Dept Drinking Water Well
Fund Fire Department Apparatus CRT
Fund Emergency Medical Training
Authorise Fire Dept Use of Plains
Accept Fire Dept "Rules and Regulations"
Fund Crossroads House of Portsmouth
Appoint Affordable Housing Committee
Encourage State to Maintain Comnltment
for Basic Human Needs
Authorize Trick-or-Treating on October 31





























































































































































1990 REPORT OF TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
In 1990 there was a large decrease of $22,082.00 in Motor Vehicle
revenue, compared to an increase of $1 3,743.00 in 1 989 and an increase
of $26,955.00 in 1988. Although the total vehicles registered for 1990
(6507) shows an increase of 93, the revenue was lower due to the economic
conditions of the region. The new vehicles purchased (or second-hand
ones) were of a lower value than in the previous year.
More dogs were licensed - 774 plus 10 groups. This compares to 580
and 1 groups in 1 989. The total receipts increased by $3,859.50 because
of a notice mailed to all delinquent dog owners. Please check your dog to
be sure that it was properly licensed for 1 990. A penalty of $ 1 .00 per month
after May 3 1 st is added to the base fees of $ 7.00 for males and females, and
$4.50 for neutered males and spayed females.
The following Vital Statistics were recorded: 38 Births, 63 Marriages and
33 Deaths, indicating a decrease of 1 1 Births; an increase of 1 Marriage; an
increase of 2 Deaths. The Boat Tax Revenue increased by $824.60. Each
person who registered a boat for 1 990 should receive a preprinted form in
the mail from the State. It can be mailed back to Concord or it can be
validated at our office. If you come to Kingston, the tax revenue stays here
rather than going to the State general fund. Deputy Holly Ouellette
attended a Boat Training Session for 1 991 procedures in Salem, and Eleanor
Childs attended a Session in Concord.
In 1990 194 Voter Registrations were accepted, as well as 24 Party
Changes and 6 name changes. This service is performed in cooperation with
the Supervisors of the Check List. In 1 990 there were four elections: Special
State Election on January 23; Town Meeting - March 1 3; State Primary -
September 11; and General Election - November 6. In 1991, the only
election scheduled is Town Meeting - March 12th. Voting takes place
upstairs in the Town Hall and the polls are open from 1 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Absentee ballots are available for anyone who is physically unable to come
to vote, as well as those who are on vacation, working out of Town, etc.
Phone 642-3 1 1 2 for information. Absentee ballots MUST BE RETURNED to
the Town Clerk by 5 P.M. the day BEFORE the election.
As of January 1, 1990, only the Motor Vehicle Department can issue 20
day temporary plates. We are still servicing everyone by issuing renewal
decals for the State of N. H., and the citizens are very appreciative of this
service. We can also issue new plates for pleasure vehicles up to 8000#
gross weight, and we can do transfers up to 8000#, for most vehicles.
I have continued to keep the census figures daily and as of December
31, 1990, the population was 6156, showing an increase of 168 since last
year. In order to keep this census on a current basis, I made a total of 1 357
entries.
The PropertyTax Warrant of $5,958,544.28 shows a LARGE increase of
$878,689.84. As of December 31 st, 84.1% was collected, leaving balance
due of $943,588.14. The increase of $64,898.30 in the balance due is
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largely due to the economy along with a much larger tax burden for
everyone. This year was a big jump for all. Partial payments are accepted at
any time. Also, prepayments for the new year are accepted after April 1st
of that year. I wish to thank everyone for their cooperation in making the tax
payments as promptly as they could. This has been a big help to the
operation of the Town.
This year, the 1 2% interest started on December 1 st, and will continue
until the taxes go into the Lien Process. The interest then moves up to 1 8%,
and the owner has two years to redeem the taxes. You will note that there
are larger balances due from previous years due to the large increase in the
individual bills, as well as the bad economy.
This year we were able to get the tax rate much earlier because the
figures were already in August, enabling the Selectmen to get the Tax Rate
set eadier. As I had hoped the tax billing went a lot easier this year and all
bills were mailed on October 5th, and dated October 9th. The 1-1/2
discount was in effect for the regular thirty day period, and the 1 2% interest
started December 1st.
My thanks and appreciation list includes Alice Tarbox and Ann Sullivan
for their cooperation on the tax work; Treasurer Olive Moriarty for her
efficiency and cooperation; Moderator Ellie Alessio and all ballot clerks and
assistants who help me at all elections; Maria Haydock for her continued
professional assistance on the computer; Police Chief Neil R. Parker and Lt.
Donald W. Briggs, Jr. for their many services; Jim Rankin and Don Eadie for
the Computer support and encouragement; Building Superintendent Alan
J. Krauss for his continued services; and all other committee members and
elected officials.
The Town is particularly fortunate in having Eleanor L Childs as a new
employee as of March, 1 990. Her expertise in all phases of office work,
especially typing skills, plus her pleasant attitude with the residents is a great
asset to my office. I'm sure her abilities are appreciated by the public, and
I deeply appreciate her dedication to the Town. I want to thank the Deputy,
Holly Ouellette, for her continued total dedication to the Town. Her work
with the computer system and all the many other areas involved in the office
are deeply appreciated by everyone. She performs many services as a
volunteer.
In March, I will be completing 31 years as Tax Collector and 21 years as
Town Clerk. The combined Office of Town Clerk-Tax Collector has been in
effect for three years, and it has proven to be an efficient combination.
Thanks to all residents for their continued support and cooperation. I am
also a Notary Public and Justice of the Peace, serving all departments.





























































Town Clerk - Tax Collector
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TAX COLLECTOR










TAX LIENS - BASE
TAX LIENS - INTEREST




















Town Clerk - Tax Collector
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
TOWN OF KINGSTON, N.H.
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990
-DR.-
Levies Of





Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $5,958,544.28




Delinquent Taxes: 1,296.95 33,872.04
TOTAL DEBITS $5,979,967.87 $928,758.26
-CR.-
Levies Oi .
Remitted to Treasurer During 1990 Prior
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $4,960,749.77 $885,71 7.44
Land Use Change Tax 11,165.70
Yield Taxes 6,551.55 67.53
Lien Costs 5,966.00
Interest on Taxes 1,296.95 33,872.04
Discount Allowed: 50,685.22 305.22
Abatements Allowed:
Property Taxes 3,521.22 1,070.03
Resident Taxes 1,760.00
Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 943,588.14
Yield Taxes 2,409.39
TOTAL CREDITS $5,979,967.87 $928,758.26
(1) These uncollected balances should be the same as last year's ending
balances.
(2) Overpayments should be included as part of regular remittance items
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
TOWN OF KINGSTON, N.H.
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990
-DR.-









Sale/Lien Execution: 6,748.67 11,779.63 3,648.74
Redemption Cost 2,381.63 1,350.05 291.50
Computer Adustment 186.57




Redemptions $148,280.13 $73,594.96 $10,354.56
Interest & Cost After Sale 9,130.30 13,129.68 3,940.24
Deeded to Town
During Year 1,910.51 1,862.19 1,684.66
Unredeemed Taxes
End of Year 260,072.06 60,178.46 21,147.01
TOTAL CREDITS $419,393.00 $148,765.29 $37,126.47
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1990 TREASURER'S REPORT
Cash on Hand 1/1/90 $3,939,277.55
Bettie C. Ouellette - Town Clerk 37,092.00
Dog Licenses 6,849.50
Title Fees 2,316.00







Boat Launch Keys 210.00




Town Office Revenues 755.50
C/R- Town Clerk $ 414,233.24











Total Cash Received from
Tax Collector $6, 1 63,8 1 6.85
Total C/R - T/C & T/Coll $6,5 78,050.09
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Cash Received - Town of Kingston:
Money Market Fund $5,145,000.00
Landfill Revenue 416,010.75
Rebate 6.00
Due from State, N.H. 797.50
Due from Others 23,578.20
Due from Other Towns 1 ,780.01
Due from Trusteed Funds 600.00
Town Office Revenues 296.67
Business License Permits 190.00
Driveway Permits 1 1 0.00
Filing Fees 42.00
Building Permits 11,338.25
Misc. License Fees 1,582.96
N.H. Shared Revenues 146,329.87
N.H. Hwy Block Grant 67,576.65
Forest Revenues 146,329.87
Reimb. Welfare Assist. 8,309.23
Reimb. Mcwing-State Park 1,102.50
Charges for Services , 302.55
Rent of Town Property 645.00
Police-Special Duty 1,692.75
Bad Check Fees 130.00
Current Use Fees 60.00






Recreation Revenues 2,1 1 1 .00
Planning Board Revenues 5,696.50
Engineering Fee Depart. Planning Board 6087.00
Board of Adj. Revenue 449.00
Health Dept. 2,725.00





Misc. Refunds & Reimburse 2,471.54
Sale of Town Property 2,950.00
Plaistow Court - Fines 1,753.00
Franchise Fees - Cable TV 1 9,239.32
Transfer from Capital Reserve 648.00
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Transfer from Trust Funds
Uniform Reimb
Misc. - Revenue & Reimburs
Postage
Tax Maps for Sale








Recreation Dept. Sponsored Events
Cemetery Maint Fund
Total Cash Rec'd- Town of Kingston
Total C/R-Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Total C/R Town of Kingston






















Cash on Hand 1/1/90
Total C/R - B.C.O.
Total C/R Town
Total Vouchers Paid Out
Cash on Hand 12/31/90
Money Market Fund
Cash on Hand 1/1/90
C/R - Interest
C/R Anticipation of Taxes
C. of D. Purchased PO
Interest in C. of D.
C. of D. Matured
C/R from General Fund
PO to General Fund
















Escrow Accounts - Road Bonds
Kingston Nursery - R. Senter











Escrow Accounts - Gravel Pit
C. Bearce Pit #1 - #2











Encumbered Funds for 1991 Disbursement
Town Offices - Utilities & Services 464.07
Government Buildings - Purchase Orders & Utilities 3,437.45
Police Department - Purchase Orders & Utilities 580.32
Fire Department - Purchase Orders & Payroll 8,01 7.55
Highway Qepartment - Purchase Orders & Utilities 5,516.31
Street Lighting - Utilities 91 8.71
Landfill - Utilities & Services 53,1 27.82
General Insurance - Retirement 1,120.93
Planning Board - Services & Utilities 89.24
Legal Expenses - Services 2,049.80
Audit Expenses - Services 2,500.00
Board of Adjustments - Services & Utilities 42.35
Civil Defense - Utilities 1 07.07
Conservation - Services 679.50
Welfare Department - Utilities 54.78
Special Article #1 1 - D.A.R.E. 4,1 46.74
Special Article #35 - Waste Oil Burner Furnace 705.00
Special Article #53 - Recycling Program 1,569.W
Highway Block Grant 67,577.00
TOTAL ENCUMBERED $1 50,201 .95
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UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
(TOWN)
From Tax Sales: 1986 Levy
Great Lakes Container Corp. $10,376.09
UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
(TOWN)
From Tax Liens: 1987 Levy
Great Lakes Container Corp. 10,770.92
UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31,1990
(TOWN)
From Tax Liens: 1988 Levy
Bretton, Dennis G., Tr. $ 1,480.26
Brien, Albert J. 6,393.64
Bryant, Steven H., Darlene L 3,442.19
Cartwright Realty, Inc. 1,050.57
Cartwright Realty, Inc. 1,045.45
Chambers, Michael A., Denise E 3,631.89
DelGrosso, Anthony P. 735.22
DeMarco, Edward, Dorothy 2,263.45 bal.
Drawdy, Thomas T., Frances 466.26
Great Lakes Container Corp. 9,71 1 .32
Griffin, George D., Rita K. . 1,570.95 bal.
Hanson, Florence, Heirs 53.47
Hanson, Hazel M., Heirs 2,958.46
Jager, Edward G., Tr. 966.05
Jodmar, Inc. 2,900.41
Jones, Robert F., Jr. 2,481.90
Keller, Bethel F. 160.67
Kelley, Gerald, Noella 960.40 bal.
Lane, James R. 3,651.39
Macomber, Tony, Janet M. Swanson 1,469.96
McManus, Robert J., Margaret 133.78
McManus, Robert J., Margaret 1,663.15
McManus, Robert J., Margaret 1,677.77
Moffitt, Robert H., Heirs 869.39
Nickerson, Thomas J. 1 02. 1
5
Pagliarulo, Sharon D. 1,434.20
R & S Realty Corp. 982.31
63
R & T Realty Trust 273.40 bal.
Simone, Peter E., Patricia E. 1,222.13
Temple, Martha J. 2,1 94.1
9
Wachob, Michael R. 2,232.08
TOTAL $60,178.46
UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
Kingston
From Tax Liens: 1 989 Levy
Anderson, Arthur, Karen S. $ 4,258.22
Bean, Gary R., Diane M. 1,824.39
Beliissimo, James 84.47
Boisvert, Bruce P., Maria L 1,027.46
Boisvert, Bruce P., Maria L 3,21 7.48
Boucher, Richard J. 1,906.52
Boutin, Armand, Charlotte 1,502.44 bal,
Bretton, Dennis C, Tr. 1 ,5 1 0.28
Brien, Albert J. 6,529.31
Bryant, Steven H., Darlene L 3,604.19
Burbank, Daniel W., Barbara E. 1,969.39
Carlton, Martin C, Barbara R. 3,863.06
Cartwright Realty, Inc. 1,072.28
Cartwright Realty, Inc. 1,067.54
Chambers, Michael A., Denise E. 3,708.65
Chambers, Michael A., Denise E. 3,934.68
Chambers, Michael A., Denise E. 1,910.92
Charron, David M., A. & A. L llg 1,337.91
Collins, Roland, Irene 2,330.82
Cooney, Richard J., Florence M. 5,833.69
DelGrosso, Anthony P. 750.20
DeMarco, Edward, Dorothy 2,920.07
DHS Homes, Inc. 1,145.32
DHS Homes, Inc. 1,074.18
DHS Homes, Inc. 740.48
DHS Homes, Inc. 908.17
Drav^dy, Thomas T., Frances 1,572.00
Emerson, Barbara F., Rouleau Mark S. &
Deborah M. 1,788.28 bal.
F & B Assoc, Fincke G. & Beck S.,
Hanover Dev. Group 43,900.1
1
George, Carl H., Heirs, Joann E. 2,649.58
George, Jo Ann 1,560.37
Gerrish, Vernon M., Sr. 1,882.45
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Giampaolo, Guy, Gail Tattan 3,485.86 bal.
Great Lakes Container Corp. 9,927.75
Green, Walter S., Trst.,
House & Home Realty Trust 1 22.65
Green, Walter S., Trst.,
House & Home Realty Trust 3,486.43
Griffin, George D., Rita K. 2,564.91
Hanson, Florence Heirs 43.05
Hanson, Hazel M. Heirs 3,009.63
Hayes, Charles W. 282.75 bal.
Hodgson, Richard T., Cheryl C. 729.16 bal.
Hopkins, Stevan G., Sally L 103.26 bal.
Jager, Edward G. Tr.,
Rebecca Pagliarulo Tr. 985.95
Jodmar, Inc. 2,961.57
Jodmar, Inc. 710.60
Jones, Robert F., Jr. 2,533.28
Julien, Joseph C, Lucille J.Heirs 845.58
Keller, Bethel F. 162.53
Kelley, Gerald, Noella 1,049.07
Khentigan, Robert, Tr.
Lisa Realty Trust 2,132.79 bal.
Khentigan, Robert, Tr.
Lisa Realty Trust 2,175.13 bal.
Kingston Fair Assoc, Inc. 7,072.19
Lancaster, John D. 9,449.62
Lane, James R. 3,859,73
Lavelle, Kevin 3,376.65
LaZure, Norman J., Rachel W. 274.06 bal.
Leighton, Wayne A. - 2,020.25
Leighton, Wayne A. 2,01 7.1
7
Lesch, Lawrence H., Diane R. 1,238.14 bal.
LoCascio, Robert J., Mary Anne 1,138.54
Lucy, Donald, Pamela & Evelyn F. Heirs 3,454.69
Macomber, Tony, Swanson, Janet M. 1 ,261 .54
Manix, William E., Debra L 2,033.53
Martin, Everett G. 1,728.06
Mathews, Gary & Robert G. etal. 2,936.71
McManus, Robert J., Margaret 1 35.93
McManus, Robert J., Margaret 1,807.99
McManus, Robert J., Margaret 1,713.35
Michaud, Kent R., Littlefield, Pamela E. 2,436.95
Mills, Peter J., Deborah L 2,270.93
Moffitt, Robert H. Heirs 886.37
Moseley, Charles D. 599.81 bal.
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Murray, Richard R., Alice F.
Nadeau, Patrick H., Karen E.
Nason, Elden C, Louise A.
Nason, Elden C, Louise A.
Pagliarulo, Sharon D.,
Rebecca Pagliarulo Tr.
Paine, Lester C, Jr., Maryann
Poleatewich, William J., Arlita J.
Pomerleau, Freida K.
R & S,Realty Corp.
Schultz, James D. & Elaine M. T.,
Bridge Realty Trust
Sevonty, Raymond C, Tr.,
Bayberry Park Realty Tr.
Simone, Peter E., Patricia E.
Smith, Dennis C, Kimberly J.





Watts, Stephen W. Heirs, Lena J.
Wills, Gene I.
Wilson, Peter E., Virginia L.
Yiakas, Arthur, Stulgin, Vito
Zuccola C. J. & Florence M. Tr.




























I hereby certify that the above lists showing the name and amount due to
the Town of Kingston from each delinquent taxpayer as of December 31,
1 990, on the account of the Levy of 1 986, 1 987, 1 988 and 1 989 are correct





AND TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1990
General Government:
Town officers' salaries 50,291.00
Town officers' expenses 149,576.00
Election and Registration expenses 4,600.00
Cemeteries 13,460.00
General Government Buildings 72,394.00
Planning and Zoning 19,350.00
Legal Expenses 1 5,000.00
Advertising and Regional Association 4,054.00
Contingency Fund 20,000.00
Supervisors of Checklist 350.00
Board of Adjustment 1,235.00
Historic District Commission 100.00
Municipal Budget Committee 200.00
Public Safety
Police Department 254,817.00




















Social Service Agencies 31,501.00
Culture and Recreation
Library 51,715.00






Principal of Long Term Bonds & Notes 2000,000.00
Interest Expense - Long Term Bonds & Notes 10,980.00
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 120,000.00
Operating Transfers Out
Marriage License Fees 1,000.00
















Yield Taxes (1860.45 still due for 1990) 6,552.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 30,000.00
Inventory Penalties (1989 only) 1,050.00
Land Use Change Tax 11,165.00
Boat Taxes 4,1 70.00
Intergovernmental Revenues—State
Shared Revenue—Block Grant 50,811.00
Highway Block Grant 69,948.00
-State—Federal Forest Land 52.00
A/C Movk/ing State Park 490.00
Licenses and Permits .
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 380,000.00
Dog Licenses 5,974.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 9,668.00
Marriage Licenses ($825. paid state) 1,000.00
Cable Franchise Fees 19,239.00
Misc. Fees 10,537.00
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 15,340.00






Interest on Deposits 85,000.00
Sale of Town Property 2,750.00
Reimb. a/c Welfare 8,289.00
Dividend 18,556.00
Ins. and Misc. Refunds & Reimbursements 5,354.00
Other Financing Sources
Fund Balance 55,874.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,194,856.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations 2,478,716.00
Total Revenues and Credits 1,194,856.00
Net Town Appropriations 1,283,860.00
Net School Tax Assessment(s) 4,441,248.00
County Tax Assessment 284,759.00
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Total of Town, School and County 6,009,867.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 95,51 0.00
ADD War Service Credits 44,800.00
ADD Overlay 42,036.00
Property Taxes to be Raised 6,001,1 84.00







Property Taxes to be Raised
Less War Service Credits
Total Tax Commitment





































Municipal Ta 18.20 15.65
WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
Paraplegic, double amputees owning
specially adapted home-steads
with V.A. assistance.
Totally and permanently disabled
veterans, their spouses or widows,
and the widows of veterans who
died or were killed on active duty.
Other war service credits
Other credits (wood, solar, etc.)
Total Number and Amount
Estimated

















Value of Land Only
Current Use 4,632.38 $ 250,018
Residential 137,610,000
Commercial/Industrial 19,602,634
Total of Taxable Land $157,462,652
Tax Exempt and Non-Taxable ($10,909,591)
V
Value of Buildings Only
Residential $147,339,100
Commercial Industrial 23,197,200
Total of Taxable Buildings 170,536,300
Tax Exempt and Non Taxable ($6,457,900)
Public Utilities
Electric 7,534,000
Valuation Before Exemptions 335,532,952
Blind Exemption RSA 72:37 4 $60,000.00
Elderly Exemption RSA 72:39 93 5,736,360
Physically Handicapped
Exemp. RSA 72:37
Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions
1 1,200
5,797,560
Net Valuation on Which the Tax Rate
is Computed $329,735,392
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description:
Town Hail - Land & Building U10-39 493,100
Furniture & Equipment 63,100
Museum - Building 33,100
Furniture & Equipment 22,610
Grace C. Daley - Land & Building U 1 0-38 247,300
Furniture 4,000
Library- Land & Building U 10-31 272,400





Land & Buildings U11-13 286,800
Contents & R8-34 27,100
Equipment 204,700




Plains Cemetery Garage 1 ,890






8th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
7th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
6th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
5th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
4th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
2nd St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
2nd St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
Wadleigh Pt. Rd.






















Main St. U 10-22
Main St. U 10-23
Off Hunt Rd. Rl-11
Off Hunt Rd. Rl-12
Off Hunt Rd. Rl-13
Dorre Rd. R2-5





Off Hunt Rd. R6-6
Off Hunt Rd. R6-12
Frye Rd. R7-1
Danville - Hampstead Line R7-3
Off Hunt Rd. (Cons.) R7-5
Off Hunt Rd. R7-6
Off West Shore Pk. Rd. R9-26
Mill Rd. Rll-14
Off Rt. 1 1
1
R12-31
New Boston Rd. R15-1
Off New Boston Rd R16-8
Off New Boston Rd. R16-15
Off Railroad Rl 7-1
7
Off New Boston Rd. R18-9
Along Pow Wow River R18-11
Along Pow Wow River R18-12




Route 125 By-Pass R26-7
Off Route 125 R26-12
Off Route 125 R26-27
Off Route 125 R26-28
Route 125 By-Pass R26-35
Route 125 R26-36
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-9
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-16
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-17
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-28















































Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-32 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-33 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-34 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-35 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-36 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-41 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-42 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-43 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-44 1 ,500
Depot R28-2 72,200
Off Church St. R30-4 300
1 Sean Drive R33-34A 43,400
No. Danville Rd. R31-5 37,200
Church St.(Skating Pond) R34-5 6,400
Route 125 R34-40 61,000
Magnusson Memorial Park R34-66 1 69,500
Off Route 125 R34-68 19,700
South Rd. R37-10 3,900
Little River Rd. R39-38 4,900
Route 125 (Town Dump) R40-4 209,100
Off Little River Rd. R40-10 16,600
Off Little River Rd., West R40-23 3,600
Little River Rd. R40-38, 39
42,46 12,400
Little River Rd., West R40-40 3,100
Off Thorne Rd. (Town Forest) R42-6 33,000
Bail Rd. R23-35 4,200
19 Great Pond Rd. U4-221 103,700
Off Cedar Swamp Pond Rd. R20-12 8,600


















































































































































Paper & Cleaning 1,334.72
Paint, Tool & Hardware 41 8.80
Equipment Maintenance 2,123.34































































































































Refund Apparatus Article #23

























































Dog License Fees 435.50
TOTAL 2,151.50
PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT
School District -1989 1,449,800.00

































































































































































Lamprey Health Care 2,575.00
Seacoast Hospice 1,480.00
Kingston Children's Center 2,500.00





































- Hunt Rd. Account -Final Payment







#11 Comp. Drug Aware Program 527.88
#12 Police Computer Software -0-
#14 Proj. 125 NJ/HuntRd 6,320.00
#15 Repair Town Hall Steps 4,655.58
#17 Capital Reserve Library Exp 10,000.00
#18 A/C Nichols Memorial Library 4,975.00
#20 Capital Res. Conservation Land Purch. 1 0,000.00
#22 Capital Reserve Fire Apparatus 30,000.00
#23 W/D Capital Reserve Fire R/U 28,500.00
#25 Fire Legal Fees 962.50
#26 Capital Reserve Fire Apparatus 4,067.50
#27 Capital Reserve Ambulance 4,217.11
#31 Cemetery Maintenance Fund -0-
#33 1 1 ' HYD Reverse Plow 5,701.70
#35 Waste Oil Burner Furnace 3,295.00
#38 Vic Geary Center 1,500.00
#39 Area Homaker HHAS 1,500.00
#40 Retired Sr. Volunteer Program 500.00
#45 DAD 2,977.37
#49 Crossroads House 500.00
#51 300th Anniversary Celebration 1 0,000.00
#53 Solid Waste Task Force 4,761.56
#56 R. McFarland Children's Center 500.00
#57 Women's Resource Center 1,380.00






Real Estate Tax Revenue $5,846,467.21
Tax Liens Redeemed 232,229.65
Yield Tax 6,619.08
Current Use Change Tax 11,165.70
Interest & Penalties 57,346.03
Costs 9,989.18
TOTAL TAX REVENUES $6,163,816.85
Town Clerk License & Permits Revenues:
Motor Vehicle Permits $ 379,092.00
Dump Stickers 1,459.00
Dog Licenses - Previous Years 2,339.00
Dog Licenses - Current Year 4,510.50
Marriage Licenses 2,200.00
Boat Taxes 4,769.24
Boat Launch Keys 210.00






Fill & Dredge 8.00
Filing Fees 9.00
Recount Fees 10.00
Misc. Licenses & Fees 755.50
TOTAL TOWN CLERK REVENUES $ 414,233.24
Selectmen Licences & Permit Revenues:
Town Office Revenues $ 338.67
Business Licenses & Permits 190.00
Driveway Permits 110.00
Building Permits 12,286.21
Misc. Licenses & Fees 635.00
TOTAL .SELECTMEN REVENUES $ 13,559.88
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Intergovernmental Revenues from State:
NH Shared Rev. Block Grant $ 146,329.87
NH Highway Block Grant 67,576.65
Forest Rev. Lands 52.33
Reimburse a/c Welfare Assist. 8,309.23
Reimburse a/c Mowing State Park 1,102.50
TOTAL REVENUES FROM STATE $ 223,370.58
Other Departmental Revenues:
Charges for Services $ 302.55
Rent of Town property 645.00
Police Special Duty 1,692.75
Landfill Revenue 416,010.75
Bad Check Fees 1 30.00
Current Use Fees 60.00
Pistol & Gun Permits 452.00
Police Reports 762.00
Fire Reports 70.00




Planning Board Revenues 5,696.50
Engineering Fee Deposits 6,087.00
Board of Adjustment Revenues 449.00
Health department 2,725.00
Sale Tax Maps 256.83
Checklists Sold 100.00
Animal Control 40.00
TOTAL OTHER DEPARTMENTAL REVENUES $ 446,067.76
Interest Revenues:
Dividend $ 18,556.29
Interest on Money Market 63,800.44
Interest on CD's 50,950.03
Misc. Refunds & Reimbursements 44,922.20
TOTAL INTEREST AND OTHER $ 178,228.96
Sale of Town Property $ 2,950.00
Money Market Transfers $ 5, 1 45,000.00
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Fees From Others:
Plaistow District Court Fines $ 1,753.00
Franchise Fees/Cable TV 1 9,239.32
TOTAL FEES FROM OTHERS $ 20,992.32
Transfers in:
From Capital Reserve $ 6,480.00
From Trust Funds 3 1 ,903.60
TOTAL TRANSFERS IN $ 38,383.60
TOTAL REVENUE RECEIPTS* $6,068,553.10
* Total Cash Received by Treasurer does not include Interest on Money
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
ANNUAL REPORT- 1990
There was no change in membership of the Board in 1990, until Roger
E. Nason resigned on April 1 , 1 990 due to ill health. The Board appreciates
the service that Mr. Nason performed for many years. There has been no
replacement made to date.
Walter S. Clark and Phyllis C. Ellis were reelected in March 1 990.
Thirteen new perpetual care trust funds were established in 1990
including perpetual care on lots purchased many years ago. There were no
new special trust funds, but school scholarship funds were increased by the
addition of unused income. Earnings of special trust funds were disbursed
in December.
George Leate and George Lothian completed repairs to old stones in
Pine Grove Cemetery.
Maintenance work was performed at the Cemeteries by Robert Mooers,
George Leate, George Lothian and David Peterson. We were saddened by
the passing of Mr. Mooers, after a short illness, and expressed our sympathy
to his family.
George W. Leate Term ends 1991
Mary V. Kanaly Term ends 1 992
Walter S. Clark Term ends 1 993
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